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29. Brian Denekas, M.D. Sunrise Medical Consultants (11118/05; 7/6/06; 8/23/06) 1-39 
30. Randolph Peterson, M.D. Sports Orthopaedics (2/03/06 07/07/06) 1-10 
31. Dr. Tim Ashaye, Psychiatry (10/05/09) 1 
32. Flink Steams, OTRlL, St. Elizabeth Health Services (PCE) (7112/07 - 7/23/07) 1-6 
33. St. Alphonsus Behavioral Health Services (10115/09 - 12/29/09) 1-18 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James W. Clark) - i 
Volume 3: 
34. Holy Rosary Medical Center (6/22/89; 7/24/89; 7/25/89; 7/27/89; 8/7/89; 
8128/89; 8/30/89; 7/9/96; 8/15/96; 115/97; 12/9/03; 1/13/06; 8/4/06; 9/6/06; 
2/6/07; 8/7/07; 2/6/08; 2/19/08; 2/27/08; 10/01/09. 
35. Claimant's Arrest History 
36. Claimant's Sex Offender Registry Information 
37. Sub Rosa Investigative Report and DVD 
38. SAIF Worker's Compensation Claim Records 
Volume 4: 
39. Idaho Department of Correction 
a. Medical History & Screening (3/12/97 - 3/14/97; 10/31/00) 
b. Inmate Medical Information form (11/23/00 12/30/02) 
c. Offender Medical Status Report (3/24/97 - 6/21/01) 
d. Physician's Orders (3/17/97 - 10/6/03) 
e. Interdisciplinary Progress Notes (8/13/97 - 10/6/03) 
f. Outpatient Treatment Records (3/17/97 - 1125/020 
g. Report of Physical Examination (3/14/97 -10/31/00) 
h. Medical Request Form (4/2/97 - 8/10/98; 18/18/02 [sic]) 
1. Disciplinary Segregation Medical Documentation (11 111198 - 7/2/01; 
7/211?; 7/241? -7/271?; 9/121? - 9/271?) 
J. Health Services Request Co-Pay Form (11/9/00 - 10/2/03) 
k. Medical Request Disposition/Response (11/9/01; 4/15/02; 5/27/03) 
1. Transfer/Receiving Medical Screening Forms (4/1/97; 8/6/97; 2/4/03) 
m. Ophthalmic Record (10/24/02) 
n. Radiology Group (10/27/97; 1/30/02) 
o. St. AI's Outpatient Physician Order-Diagnostic Testing (10/22/02; 
1114/02) 
p. Lab Reports (3/14/97 -7/31/02) 
q. Medication Administration Records (3/24/97 - 9111/03) 
r. Medication Consent Form (8/6/01; 9/20/01) 
s. Release of Responsibility (12/11101) 
t. Receipt for Medical Product (12117/02) 
u. Infonnation Report re Back Injury (5/11/97) 
v. NICI Medical Lay-In (7/15/97 -7116/97) 
w. Intake Mental Health Screening 
x. Referral to Mental Health (11/8/00 - ?) 
y. Psychiatric Evaluation (1/2/98 & 9/8/03) 
z. Psychotropic Medication Report (7/31/01; 12/4/01) 
aa. Immunizations (3/12/97 - 11/18/02) 
bb. Problem List (7/98 - 7/23/02) 
cc. Medical Diet Authorization (11/16/98 - 4/18/02) 
dd. Inmate Information Sheet (4/1/97) 
ee. Inmate Concern (3/18/97 -7/31/98) 
ff. Account History Report 
gg. Acute Self-Limiting Problems (4/3/97; 7/16/97) 
hh. Offender Track (11/15/950 11/13/98) 
ii. Intrasystem Transfer Form (11/15/00 - 2/4/03) 
jj. Referral Tracking Record (11111197) 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James W. Clark) - ii 
1-251 
1-22 
1 
1-16 
1-102 
1-3 
4-8 
9-11 
12-19 
20-29 
30-57 
28-67 
68-69 
70-116 
117-124 
125-161 
162-164 
165-167 
168 
169-172 
173-174 
175-192 
193-237 
128-239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245-246 
247-248 
249-250 
251-254 
255-256 
257-259 
260 
261-265 
266-268 
269 
270 
271-281 
282 
kk. Inmate food Service Worker Clearance (11/17/00) 
11. Social Security Disability Request for Information (6/23/03) 
mm. Population Information Sheet (10/31/00; 11/17/00; 1/15/03) 
nn. Jan O. Dahlin, M.D. Records (7/15/96 - 8/15/96) 
00. Valley Family Health Care (11/19/98 - 8/27/99) 
40. February 15,2007, Arugus Observer Article 
Additional Documents: 
Depositions: 
1. Deposition of James W. Clark taken October 18,2010 
2. Deposition of Larry Robb taken November 15,2010 
3. Deposition of Jewel Owen taken December 9, 2010 
4. Deposition of Robert Hansen, M.D. taken December 17,2010 
5. Deposition of Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D. taken February 24,2011 
6. Deposition of Douglas N. Crum, C.D.M.S. taken February 24, 2011 
7. Deposition of Richard W. Wilson, M.D. taken March 2,2011 
Briefs: 
8. Claimant's Post-Hearing Brief, filed March 31, 2011 
9. Claimant's Amended Brief, filed April 1, 2011 
10. Defendant's Post hearing Brief, filed May 13,2011 
11. Claimant's Brief, (11 pages and 25 pages) filed May 27,2011 
12. Claimant's Responsive Post-Hearing Brief, filed May 31,2011 
13. Claimant's Brief, filed May 31,2011 
14. Correspondence from June 30, 2008 through May 2, 2012: 
• Letter to James Clark from lIC, dated July 9,2008 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from State Insurance Fund, dated July 15,2008 
• Copy of Letter to James Clark from State Insurance Fund, dated July 28, 2008 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated August 6,2008 
• Letter to IIC from Alan Hull, dated August 15,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Alan Hull, dated August 15,2008 
• Letter to James W. Clark from lIC, dated August 19,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated September 10, 2008 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated September 24,2008 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated October 20,2008 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 11,2008 
283-284 
285 
286-288 
289-295 
296-307 
• Fax cover letter to lIC with unsigned Response to Claimant's Request for Mediation, 
dated December 29, 2008 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 6,2009 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 6, 2009 
• Copy ofletter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 21, 2009 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, w/enclosures, dated January 23, 
2009 
• Copy ofletter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 27, 2009 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from Alan Hull, dated February 4, 2009 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James W. Clark) - iii 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 11,2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated February 13, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 25,2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated February 27, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated February 27, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated March 3, 2009 
• Letter to James W. Clark from Referee Donohue, dated May 1, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated May 7, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated June 10,2009 
• Letter to Referee Donohue from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated August 25, 
2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated August 26, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated August 28,2009 
• Letter to James Clark from Counsel for Defendants, dated August 28, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated November 13,2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated January 8, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated January 7, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated February 9, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 3,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated March 13,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated June 172010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated June 25, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated August 12,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated August 26,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated October 6, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated October 7,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated October 11,2010 
• Letter to Commissioners Maynard, Limbaugh and Baskin from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated 
November 4,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated November 5,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated November 5,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 8,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 9,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 9,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated November 12, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated November 12, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated November 16,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated November 16,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 16,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated November 17,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Alan K. Hull, dated November 22,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, filed November 23,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated November 30,2010 
• Faxed letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated December 7,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated December 8, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated December 13,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachae1 M. O'Bar, dated December 14,2010 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James W. Clark) - iv 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated December 15,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated December 20,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 21, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated December 23, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 18,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 28,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 7, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 23,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 8, 2011 
• Copy of letter to James Clark from Rachael M. 0 'Bar, dated March 21, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 6, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 13,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated June 7, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 31,2012 
• . Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 31, 2012 
• Letter to Referee from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 2, 2012 
• Copy of Letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 8, 2012 
• Letter to lIC from Luker to lIC, dated May 8, 2012 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 23, 2012 
• Letter to lIC from Luker to lIC, dated June 7, 2012 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated June 13,2012 
Other: 
15. Exhibits to Claimant's 9th Continuation of Documents and Things, dated and filed 
February 17,2011 (found at page 1017 of the Agency's record). 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Continuation of medical records for consideration on claimant's claim of April 17,2008, 
dated and filed March 29, 2011 , (found at page 1041 of the Agency's Record). 
Claimant's Requests for Additional Documents No.3, 4 and 5 in Notice of Appeal: The 
Industrial Commission has no knowledge of what release forms and letters were used to 
obtain particular medical records. Therefore, it is unknown whether this information is 
included in the Agency's Record. 
Claimant's Request for Additional Documents No.6 in the Notice of Appeal: There is no 
such Complaint in the Agency's Record. Original Complaint was filed July 2, 2008, and 
is found on page 1 of the Agency's record. 
Claimant's Request for Additional Documents No. 8 in the Notice of Appeal: 
Information regarding Dr. Steinberg is located in Joint Exhibit 4. 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) IC 2008-013505 
) 
) 
) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
tt 
I hereby certify that on the L( -- day of December, 2008, a true and correct copy of 
the CLAIl\lAI~T'S LETTERS FILED DECEMBER 4,2008 (3 pages) in the above-entitled 
matter, were served by regular United States Mail to the following: 
Rachael M. 0 'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
Sent copy of Certificate of Service only to: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE -1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
7§rLCCI{, ~ 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
/ 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S 
LETTERS FILED DECEMBER 3, 
2008 and RESPONSE TO 
REQUEST FOR CALENDARING 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and hereby respond to Claimant's Letters Filed December 3, 2008. By 
Order dated November 26, 2008, the Claimant's Complaint was dismissed without 
prejudice. However, Defendants have no objection to Claimant re-filing his 
Complaint and/or submitting a new Complaint. 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S LETTERS FILED DECEMBER 3, 2008 and RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR CALENDARING - 1 
Jot 
If the Commission interprets Claimant's December 3, 2008 filings as a 
Request for Calendaring, Defendants respond as follows: 
1. Statement of readiness: Defendants believe this matter will be ready 
for hearing after March 2, 2009. 
2. Issues t(l be heard: Pursuant to Claimant's request, the following 
issues should be heard: 
1. Claimant's entitlement to additional medical benefits, 
including prescription costs. 
2. Claimant entitlement to travel reimbursement for 
transportation to Malhuer County Correctional Facilities. 
As Claimant is not medically stable, Defendants reserve the issues of Claimant's 
entitlement to impairment, disability above impairment, and retraining. 
3. Location of hearing: Boise, Idaho. 
4. Unavailable dates: Counsel for Defendants has no time available for 
hearing prior to March 2, 2009. Thereafter, counsel is unavailable as follows: 
March 4, 6, 11-13, 17-20, 23-27 
April 6-8, 13-23 
May 13-15, 25-28 
June 4, 15-19, 25-26, 
July 1-10, 2009 
5. Length of hearing: One day, plus post-hearing depositions. 
6. Settlement negotiations: As Claimant is not medically stable, the 
issues for hearing will not settle prior to hearing. 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S LETTERS FILED DECEMBER 3, 2008 and RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR CALENDARING - 2 
7. Assignment to the Commissioners: There IS no need to assign this 
matter to the full Commission. 
8. Whether a translator or assisted device is necessary: No translator or 
assisted device is necessary. 
9. Other: Because calendars are constantly changing, the available dates 
which are given in this Response may not be available at the time the matter is 
calendared for hearing. Counsel for Defendants hereby request that the 
Commission conduct a status conference prior to setting a hearing date for the 
purpose of setting hearing and to ensure that the issues listed in the Notice of 
Hearing are correct. Counsel for Defendants believes a conference will avoid 
setting the hearing on unavailable dates and avoid mistakes in regards to the issues 
to be heard 
DATED this day of December, 2008. 
----
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
~ ,/J 
By: ~L lv( {J Jr( 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S LETTERS FILED DECEMBER 3, 2008 and RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR CALENDARING - 3 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of December, 2008, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S LETTERS FILED 
DECEMBER 3, 2008, and RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR CALENDARING by delivering the 
same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
[;.(] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S LETTERS FILED DECEMBER 3, 2008 and RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR CALENDARING - 4 
12/28/20081055 FAX 2084144488 OLSEN ENTERPRISES ~ 001/002 
;:t+·t<D~ruL 'i?:.u-r(CL- c9()8~33~~/s'~ 
J.).zr., set" ~ 
\._> 
~>'---------+~.---------------------------y------------~---------
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Ji\MES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILED IDilliO STATE INSlJRANCE FUND, ) 
) DEC 3 1 2008 
Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) INBUSTmAL COMMISSION 
~( 
I hereby certify that on the ~-=---_ day of December, 2008, a true and correct copy of 
the CLAIMANT'S LETTERS FAX/FILED DECEMBER 29,2008, (2 pages) in the above-
entitled matter, was Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise,ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
;;ZIt) 
S!::ND ORIGINAL TO: INDUSTRIAL COMl' ,JUDICIAL DIVISION, 317lVL<\IN STRE IDAHO 83720-6000 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
COMPLAINT - FILED BY EMPLOYER AND SURETY 
CU\JMANTS NAME A"iD ADDRESS CLAIMA"iTS ATTORNEY'S NAVE /,,"ID ADDRESS. Al'-TD TELEPHONE NUMBER 
James Clark 
 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (208) 405-9538 
EMPLOYER'S N,AJ;1E AND ADDRESS (at time of injury) 
Cry Baby Food, LLC 
P.O. Box 647 
Weiser, Idaho 83672 
Pro se 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER'S 
(NOT ADJUSTOR'S) NAME AND /illDRESS 
State Insurance Fund 
1215 W. State Street 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0044 
CLAIMANTS SOCIAL SECIJRITY NO. 
 
CLAIMANTS BIRTHDATE 
 
DATE OF INJURY OR MANIFESTATION OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
4/12/08 0 
STATE AND Co\JNTY IN \VHICH INJURY OCCURRED 
Idaho, Washington County 
WllliN INJURED, CLAUv1ANT WAS EARNING AN AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE 
OF: $ 308.00 . PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE '72-419, 
DESCRIBE HOW INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED (WHAT HAPPENED) 
Arm was pulled into rollers on an onion machine. 
NATURE OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS ALLEGED AS A RESIJLT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
Right forearm crush injury. 
Vv'HAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BEl'-TEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMmG AT THIS TIME? Medical, travel reimbursement, time loss (t-fD/TPD), permanent 
impairment, permanent partial disability, retraining. 6: 
HOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN: ,iRJ OR.A.L WRITTEN o OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY 
ISSUE OR ISSUES INVOLVED 
Defendants do not dispute the occurrence of the accident on April 17.2008, Pursuant to Claimant's written submission filed with the Industrial Commission 
November 3.2008. the Commission issued its Order Dismissing Complaint on November 26.2008. Pursuant to Claimant's submissions on December 3 and 
December 4,2008, Defendants hereby submit this Complaint on Claimant's behalf for the following issues: 
1. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical benefits, 
2. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional mileage reimbursement 
3. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional time loss benefits (TTD/TPD), 
4, The extent of Claimant's permanent impairment (PPI), 
5. The extent. if any. of Claimant· s PPD, 
6, Whether Claimant is entitled to retraining. 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NtW QUtSTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? 
ICIOOI (Re\'. Ii01!2004) (COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) 
YES 0 NO IF SO, PLEASE STATE \VHY 
ComplaintcPage 1 of 3 
Yv'HO TKEATED CLAIMANT (NAME AND ADDRESS) 
Dominic Gross, M.D., 
Robert Hansen, M.D., West Orthopedics, Caldwell, Idaho 
Mental Health Services, 702 Sunset Drive, Ontario, Oregon 97914 
WJ-Lt>.T l\1EDlCAl COSTS HAVE YOU INCURRED TO DATE0 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDM TING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. 
DATE 
PLEASE ANSWER THE SET OF QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIM IS MADE FOR DEATH BENEFITS 
NAME A'iD SOCIAl SECURITY NUMBER OF PARTY 
FILING COMPLAINT 
WAS FILING PARTY DEPENDENT ON DECEASED0 
NO 
DATE OF DEATH RELATION OF DECEASED TO CLAllv\ivNT 
DID FILING PARTY LIVE WlTH DECEASED AT TIME OF ACCIDENT? 
[J YES NO 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE. SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEASE FORM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby that on the day of January, 2009, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Complaint upon: 
CLAIMANT'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
via: [ personal service of process 
iX regular U:S. Mail 
SURETY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
via: o personal service of process 
regular U.S. Mail 
NOTICE! An Employer or Insurance Company served with a Complaint must file an Answer on Form I.e. 1003 with 
the Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of service as specified on the certificate of mailing to avoid 
defa ult. If no answer is filed, a Default Award may be entered! 
Further infonnation may be obtained from: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, P. O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 
83720-0041 (208) 334-6000 
(COMPLETE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM ON PAGE 3) 
ComplaintcPage 2 of 3 
~I 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 70G 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
'\ 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
DEFENDANTS' REQUEST 
HEARING 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and hereby respond to Claimant's Letter Filed December 29, 2008. 
Defendants herewith have filed a COMPLAINT to accommodate Claimant's desire to 
pursue a hearing as follows: 
DEFENDANTS' REQUEST FOR HEARING - 1 
Statement of readiness: Defendants believe this matter will be ready for 
hearing after March 2, 2009, provided Claimant executes medical and 
administrative records releases to allow Defendants the opportunity to fully 
investigate this claim. Defendants file herewith their SECOND MOTION To COMPEL 
DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS RELEASES. 
2. Issues to be. heard: Pursuant to Claimant's request, the following 
issues should be heard: 
1. Claimant's entitlement to additional medical benefits, 
including prescription costs. 
2. Claimant's entitlement to travel reimbursement for 
transportation to Malhuer County Correctional Facilities. 
As Claimant is not medically stable, Defendants reserve the issues of Claimant's 
entitlement to impairment, disability above impairment, and retraining. 
3. location of hearing: Boise, Idaho. 
4. Unavailable dates: Counsel for Defendants has no time available for 
hearing prior to March 2, 2009. Thereafter, counsel is unavailable as follows: 
March 4-6,11-13,17-27 
April 6-8, 13-16,20-22,27-29 
May 11-15, 25-28 
June 4, 15-24 
July 1-10,2009 
5. length of hearing: One day, plus post-hearing depositions. 
DEFENDANTS' REQUEST FOR HEARING - 2 
6. Settlement negotiations: As Claimant IS not medically stable, the 
issues for hearing will not settle prior to hearing. 
7. Assignment to the Commissioners: There IS no need to assign this 
matter to the full Commission. 
8. Whether a translator or assisted device is necessary: No translator or 
assisted device is necessary. 
9. Other: Because calendars are constantly changing, the available dates 
which are given In this Response may not be available at the time the matter is 
calendared for hearing. Counsel for Defendants hereby request that the 
Commission conduct a status conference prior to setting a hearing date for the 
purpose of setting hearing and to ensure that the issues listed in the Notice of 
Hearing are correct. Counsel for Defendants believes a conference will avoid 
setting the hearing on unavailable dates and avoid mistakes in regards to the issues 
to be heard 
DA TED this _-'-"'-_ day of January, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
DEFENDANTS' REQUEST FOR HEARING - 3 
:ll 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
/ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of January, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' REQUEST FOR HEARING by 
delivering the same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, 
addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
DEFENDANTS' REQUEST FOR HEARING - 4 
[,x] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ J Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JA.\1ES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
IC 2008-013505 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
FILED 
JAN 13 2009 
INeusrfflAL COMMISSION 
Pursuant to the telephone conference conducted by Referee Douglas A. Donohue on 
January 8, 2009, with all parties represented, 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a hearing will be held in the above-entitled matter 
on .MARCH 13,2009, AT 10:00 A.M., FOR ONE DAY, in the Industrial Commission hearing 
room, 700 South Clearwater Lane, City of Boise, County of Ada, State of Idaho, on the 
following issues only: 
1. \Vhether and to what extent Claimant is entitled to medical care; and 
2. Travel reimbursement. 
ALL OTHER ISSUES ARE RESERVED. 
t~~ 
DATED this t';> day of January, 2009. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
DOUg~~e, R'eferee 
I 
d.-17 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the (~~ day of January, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
NOTICE OF HEARING was served by UNITED STATES CERTIFIED MAIL upon each of 
the following: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
Rachael M. 0 'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise,ID 83707 
and by regular United States mail to: 
M. Dean Willis, CCR (855-9151) 
P.O. Box 1241 
Eagle, ID 83616 
db 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.:1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
! "< _~ ,"' ,_ I ~_ 
'-.' C:' 11 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF 
MEDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
RECORDS RELEASES 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and move the Commission for an Order compelling Claimant to fully 
respond to Defendants' discovery requests served August 15, 2008. In addition, 
Defendants move the commission for an Order compelling Claimant to provide 
signed medical and administrative records releases, including facility-specific 
SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS RELEASES - 1 
/ 
releases. Defendants further request that the Commission Order Claimant to 
provide complete discovery responses and signed releases within thirty (30) days 
and unless so made that the Commission issue an Order Dismissing the Complaint. 
This Motion is based upon the documents, affidavits, pleadings, and records 
on file, including the Memorandum and Affidavit in Support of Defendants' Motion 
to Compel filed September 24, 2008, copies of which are attached to the 
Claimant's copy of this Motion for his convenience; pursuant to Rules 1, 7 and 16 
of the Industrial Commission Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure; I.C. § 72-432 
(10); Curry v. Ace Supply, Inc., I.C. Nos. 90-690424 and 90-716438; 45 C.F .R. 
§ 164.502 and 164.508; and all other applicable law. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants request that the instant Motion to Compel be 
granted and that Claimant be required to fully respond to Interrogatories to 
Claimant and Requests for Production of Documents and Things to Claimant, 
served August 15, 2008, and that Claimant be required to fully execute 
Defendants' HIPAA compliant Authorization and Direction for Release of Medical 
Records and facility-specific medical and administrative records releases. 
DATED this _~_day of January, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: ~L?J/ u{2 
Rachael M. O'Ba~, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS RELEASES - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of January, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE RELEASES by delivering the 
same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
[Xl U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[ 1 Facsimile 
~ C2 ~ Jf J. ~ 0">£ >')6i 0 ;~-
Rachael M. f Bar 
SECOND MOTION TO COMPEl DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS RELEASES - 3 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) ILED IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
) JAN 1 3 2009 
Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) INDUSTRIAL COMMISSIOI~ 
I hereby certify that on the (3& day of January, 200~, a true and correct copy of the 
CLAIMANT'S LETTER FAX/FILED JANUARY 12, 200~, (2 pages) in the above-entitled 
matter, was Sellt by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~~«,~~ 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
Jan. 14. 2009 3: 27PM No . 8448 P. 1 
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STATE INSURANCE FUND 
August 7.2008 
SAfF CORPORA nON 
400 HIGH ST SE 
SALEM OR 97312 
RE: CLAIM#: 
CLAIMANT: 
SSN: 
EMPLOYER: 
DOl: 
200806268 
James Waller Clark 
 
Cry Baby Foods 
4/J7/08 
To Whom It May Concern: 
PAGE 
The State Insurance 'Fund is the workers compensation carrier for Cry Baby Foods at which 
James Walter Clark has filed an industrial claim. 
The State Insuranu Fund is IS member of the ISO Claim Search (ISO) system. We have received 
infonnation from ISO thai you have also reponed workers comp;nsiltion claims for James 
Walter Clark on May 9, 2005. February) 3.2006. and August 16,2005. 
Enclosed is II signed and dated medical release authorization. Please forward copies of all past 
medical records in refere~e to the claim I'CpOl1ed to ISO. Submit this information to the STATE 
fNSURANCE FUND, 1215 WEST STATE STREET. BOX 83720, 80ISE. IDAHO 83720- . 
0044. 
Thank you for your assistance in this malter. If you have any questions, please contact me 
directly at (208) 332.2422. 
Sincerely. 
JEWEL OWEN 
Senior Claims Examiner 
JO:lb-07Zlo.1b: 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILID IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
) JAN 1 5 2009 
Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) INeumw CO :""I"'SION ,,; l ~ 
:d1-
I hereby certify that on the /5- day of January, 20af}, a true and correct copy of the 
CLAIMANT'S LETTER ENTITLED "MOTION TO REVISE SHOW CAUSE 
HEARING" WITH ATTACHMENTS FAX/FILED JANUARY 14, 2001, (4 pages) in the 
above-entitled matter, was Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
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1100 Southgate 
PO Box 1208 
I NTERPATH Pendl~tonf OR 97801-0780 
LAB 0 RAT 0 R Y www.mterpathlab.com 
Billing Questions/Payment Arrangements: 
Phone: (866) 289-4093 Toll-free 
Hours: 7:00 AM - 5:30 PM PST 
Email: billing@interpathlab.com 
:::r Joz-673-7i6 
::;; JAMES CLARK 
g 10402 Railroad Ln 
: Payette ID 83661-5367 
Services For: 
JAMES CLARK 
Check Card Using For 
01 V1S41 Visa 0= MasterCard DEI Discover 
Card Number 
Signature 
Statement Date I DUE UPON RECEIPT 
12/16/2008 $161.05 
Interpath Laboratory Inc. 
PO Box 1208 
Pendleton OR 97801-0780 
Account # 195221 
Statement 
366714 
Exp. Date 
Security Code 
Amount Paid 
11111111111111111111111111.1.11111111111111111" 11111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,II 
STATEi·1Et.JT DETAIL 
10/28/2008 Comprehensive HERIZA $29.54 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Metabolic 
10/28/2008 CBC HERIZA $21.72 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
10/28/2008 TDM Carbamazepine HERIZA $50.85 $0_00 $0.00 $0.00 
10/28/2008 Thyroid Stimulating HERIZA $46.94 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Hormone 
10/28/2008 Draw Fee HERIZA $12.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
SE HABLA ESPANOL 
MESSAGES 
Your account is currently Past Due. To discuss payment arrangements please call (866) 289-4093. 
loz- 673 -716 Interpath Laboratory Inc. STATEMENT 366714 
$29.54 
$21.72 
$50.85 
$46.94 
12.00 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES \V. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILeD 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUl\TD, ) 
JAN 2 1 Z009 ) 
Surety, ) 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
$C 
I hereby certify that on the J..l day of January, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
CLAIMANT'S LETTERS FILED JANUARY 20, 2009, (12 pages) in the above-entitled 
matter, was Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
a ,~ Den~ i( , 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
UL0cN ENTERPRISES 
f4j001/001 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILeD 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
JAN 2i 2 2009 ) 
Surety, ) INDUSTftlAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify that on the c1Jd day of January, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
CLAIMANT'S LETTER FILED JANUARY 22, 2009, (1 pages) in the above-entitled 
matter, was Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~tLU 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 INDUS 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
iSSION 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S 
SECOND REQUEST FOR 
MEDIATION 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and respond to Claimant's January 19, 2009, Request for Mediation 
Hearing. Claimant is still not medically stable and is receiving medical treatment 
and time loss benefits in connection with the claimed industrial injuries. As such, 
this claim is not ripe for mediation. 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S SECOND REQUEST FOR MEDIATION - 1 
t{ .. Ji. 
DATED this c;J;L day of January, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: ~y:[)C2 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
d 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of January, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S SECOND REQUEST 
FOR MEDIATION by delivering the same to each of the following, by the method 
indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
O(J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ J Facsimile 
Rachael M. Q'Bar 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S SECOND REQUEST FOR MEDIATION - 2 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) FILED ) 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) JAN 2 6 2009 ) 
Surety, ) lNIumtAL COMMISSION 
Defendants. ) 
.1!:-
I hereby certify that on the JfR day of January, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENT "MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
COMPEL FILED JANUARY 26, 2009, (15 pages) in the above-entitled matter, was Sent by 
Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE -1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
1&1CLr),M 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
/ 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) Ie 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) ORDER ON MOTION TO COMPEL 
) AND ON OTHER MATTERS 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FilE 0 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
FEB - 6 2009 ) 
Surety, ) 
!N!)UST-RIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
Since January 6, 2009, the Commission has received a flurry of documents from the 
parties in this matter. To the extent relevant, these will be addressed serially here. 
FIRST: On January 6, 2009, Defendants filed a Second Motion to Compel 
Discovery and Execution of Medical and Administrative Records Releases. The Commission 
notes that on September 24, 2008, Defendants previously filed a motion to compel discovery. 
Unanswered discovery requests were also a subject of the telephone conference held on 
September 11, 2008. Claimant was ORDERED to provide appropriate responses on or 
before October 24, 2008. The Commission has no record that Claimant complied with this 
ORDER. Indeed, Defendants' Second Motion states Claimant has not complied. 
As nearly as can be discerned from Claimant's correspondence with the Commission, 
Claimant believes Defendants have obtained medical and other records pertaining to him in 
violation of law. This response by Claimant does not excuse him from complying with the 
Commission's previous ORDER. 
Therefore, Defendants' motion IS GRANTED. Claimant is hereby ORDERED, 
without excuse ~r delay, to answer within 15 days Defendants' discovery requests and to 
properly sign the medical and administrative records releases previously sent to him by 
ORDER ON MOTION TO COMPEL AND ON OTHER MATTERS - 1 
Defendants without altering in any way the text of the releases or limiting the persons to whom 
they may be sent. Sanctions against Claimant for noncompliance with the Commission's earlier 
ORDER shall be added as an issue for hearing. Moreover, if Claimant fails or refuses to fully 
comply with this second ORDER, further sanctions may be imposed, including dismissal of his 
Complaint with prejudice. 
SECOND: On January 12, 2009, Claimant sent correspondence to Defendants 
requesting a copy of certain medical and other documents. On January 14, 2009, Claimant 
filed a "Motion to Revise Show Cause Hearing." Essentially, it requests that Defendants 
be required to submit certain documents to the Commission. On January 26, 2009, Claimant 
filed a "Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel." This correspondence and motion 
shall be treated as a motion to compel production of documents. On January 21, 2009, 
Defendants sent correspondence to Claimant in which they agreed to send the documents. 
There is no indication in the record that Defendants have done so, or are obligated to do so yet 
under the rules pertaining to timeliness. 
Nevertheless, Claimant's motion is GRANTED in part. Within five (5) days after 
Defendants receive appropriate responses and documents from Claimant which conform to 
the ORDERS compelling Claimant to respond to Defendants' discovery requests, Defendants 
are ORDERED to provide Claimant with the documents requested by him. To the extent that 
Claimant requests that Defendants submit the documents to the Commission, Claimant's motion 
is DENIED. The Commission's Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure (JRP) are to be 
followed with respect to advising the Commission of compliance without sending actual 
documents to the Conm1ission. 
To the extent Claimant requests the Commission "shall set aside all other matters," 
Claimant's motion is DENIED. Claimant has no standing to deny hundreds of other injured 
workers their right to the Commission's ear in considering their benefits. 
THIRD: On January 15, 2009, Claimant requested a medical bill dated December 16, 
2008 be included for consideration at hearing. Issues identified for hearing are stated generally 
to allow inclusion of such additional information and items. Claimant may bring all such bills 
to hearing to be considered. A separate order allowing consideration of each separate bill 
is unnecessary. The above-described bill will be considered at hearing. 
ORDER ON MOTION TO COMPEL AND ON OTHER MATTERS - 2 
FOURTH: Claimant is advised that it is unnecessary and inappropriate to copy the 
Commission regarding settlement demands. Further, mediation is a voluntary procedure. 
The Commission will not compel any party to participate in mediation. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this k2~ day of February, 2009. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
CERT~CATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 0 day of February, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
ORDER ON MOTION TO COMPEL AND ON OTHER MATTERS was served by regular 
United States Mail upon the following: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
Rachael M. 0 'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise,ID 83707 
db 
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Patient Name: 
Surgery Date: _ 
Please arrive at West Valley Medical Center if: ¥on I Tues I Wed ~I Fri, .'" .... ~~ J:~ , 20.cft-, at_ ti .L{~ a.m.E) 
Your surgery is sc~eduled for '(). t 1:5 a.mQhowever, we need time to prepare you for 
surgery. Do not bring children to the hospital with yP 0-11 ( ~ 
Infonn your doctor if you have a cold, infection, fever or illness. If a e an IS ssmy for any 
reason, please call your doctor ~.i(08) 459-4fl!l and ask for th ursing Supervisor. 
~ Do Not eat or drink anything after midnight the night before surgery. You cannot have surgery if you 
have eaten or had anything to drink. No gum. mints. or cbewing tobacco either. Ask your doctor about I ~ y~~i~ ~~ C\. ~~ /J'If ~ \Jj~ - y+.vY'\> H : ~ Please take your usual shower or bath prior to coming to the hospital. When your brush your te~h1 (I . . ! 
please be careful n9.! tOJjwallow a,{ly water." ... h ...... ~ rA. :~~ ~ \~\C"\...Il.!.,,-' c~ ~ IOIOOt\.~·~V~~ ,V""-'~, ~'-' Please ~ br~g any valuables (money, jewelry, etd with you ·to the hOSpitabJPleas do not wear 
'-----./ contacts to the hospital; glasses are preferred. If you must wear contacts, bring your case to store them. 
f\ II. Flease dO nDt wellr any aaw. peltsa Ql= ~ _ • , (rt \ ..... -- .'. "L-... (\ - • - • . J 1\ ,...... fit-~~~ w ·J\ 17f-' uS~ '7 Ovv---' v» vr--' '- ~~ 'f\I\) ~
. BliJ:tg a li~ou to the hospital of all medications that you are currently talcin . t;-Y\ SJ.. uJ I 
trJ' \. • (3) Please make arrangements for someone to be with you prior to surgery and to wait and drive you home 
.f\{\ (11. I after s~¥ery. You will n!ibe allowed to drive\vours~lf h~me. ~ ~ A.. f2 ,~ 'ff!Uu- t.J<9'\c& ~ ~ ') '-l~ :- I'll tJ--,,"-' 
. You will need to have some ne stay with you on the day you return home. ~ v.J...,---- \ 
~. ~Nt. ~par r .leg guar' n lllust accompany a minor to the hospital, both to pre-register and the day of 
'\ sur to 51 cons t forms. 
&. ' f 0 'ld i ving surgery, you must remain with your child after they return from recovery. 
(i2,) Only ~e family member or visitor will be allowed to wait with you in the Day Surgery Unit. 
@ Activities the day of surgery: (a) pre~op medications; (b) to OR on stretcher; (c) to OR suite (BP cuff, 
electrodes, sedation (sleep medication); (d) to Recovery Room (BP cuff, pulse oximeter, oxygen mask); 
(e) to room (frequent vital signs, lV's, voiding, specific to diagnosis); (f) pain medications; (g) special 
equipment; and (b) post-op teaching. 
WVMC;!~OO 
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ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attornevs Ilnd Counselors at Law 
Robert A. Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chrj~ H. Hilnsen 
Phillip J. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
Amy G. White 
James Clark 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
Btet A. Walther 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
February 4; 2009 
Re: Clark v, Cry Baby Foods 
OUf File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office 'Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208)344-5800 
Facsilnile: (208)344-5510 
e-mail: akhull(dla,ihlaw,c()Iu 
Weh Site: www.a.jhluw.eo(1'l 
With AtlOll",yt LlQ~n •• d to Practiw 'n 
Id~hQ. CO. MO, OR., PI\. UT and WA 
I repr'esent the Idaho State Insuranoe Fund in the above captioned matter. 
Please be advised that your surgery has been rescheduled for next week by Dr. 
Hanson. You will be expected undergo surgery at that time. 
It is my understanding you have questions concerning the amount of money 
which the State Insurance Fund provided for the care that was listed in the pre op 
orders. The amount sent was calculated at $7.00 an hour which is the amount the 
State Insurance Fund pays for care such as required by your doctor. It is the same 
amount they pay to anyone who requires this level of care and it is the amount 
they are required to pay. 
You will be expected to attend the surgery as scheduled by Dr. Hanson. In 
the meantime, your TTD benefits will conti 
cc: Industrial Commission 
Jewel Owen, State Insurance Fund 
V"::/V;:!/'::VV;:l '''.'0 rlll\ '::VO'lI'l'l'lOO 
01/21/09 U:Oi FAX 20834045810 ~~ERSON. JULIAN. & HULL 
I 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HVLL LLP 
R.obl.l'lt A. Andcnon 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K.. Hu.U 
Cbria H. Hansen 
Pbillip J. CollMt' 
Mi.chacl P. Stlfanic 
Amy G. Whl'te 
Juscin P. Aylsworth 
Mark D. sebastIan 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Raclmel M. Q'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
STet A. W'OIlther 
~ia facsimile (2081549-2161 
James Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
January 27. 2009 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: e3f3..271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
Il!J VVl:J/V 1 t+ 
IlJ 00%1002 
I 
I 
C. VI. MoQl't Plaza 
250 South Fifth S!:reet. Sui1le 700 
Post <1'ce Box 7426 
'Boise,ldallo 83707-7426 
Telephone: 1(20&)344-S8QO 
FaesimUe: !oOS)344-S510 
I 
e-mail: ~ib@l\ihly.w.C(lln 
WcO Si~ ~.ajhl!lw.Ctlm 
Wilh~ Ul)ofllJO!dm Pr.cnllll ill 
tdl1lo. CO. WPJOlt.PA, IJ'tIlld lilA 
-I, ____ .... 
t 
. . 
Pursuant to our telephone conversation this momlng, please be advised I that 
State Insurance Fund will provide reimbursement for the expan$$ of nSQe$sary travel 
from your home to Caldwell for your outpatient surgical procedur~ on January 29, ~009. 
Such reimbursement will be made pursuant to Idaho Code at the mlleege rate allowed 
by the State Board of Examiners for 5tate employees. 45.5 cents per mile calculated by 
the shortest practical route of travel. In addition, State Insurance Fund wlU is~ue a 
check on Monday, February 2. 2009, in the amount of $150.00 for attendant costs for 
your mother and Significant other to provide attendant care for you following ~ your 
surgical procedure by Dr. Hansen. I 
I 
I wish you well during your surgical procedure and recbvery, Mr. Clark. Please 
feel free to contact me if you have any additional questions. Thank you. ; 
, 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMl\lISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
J.AJvfES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FilE 0 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) FEB 1 '-0 2009 ) 
Surety, ) !NOUST'RIAL COMMISSION 
Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify that on the (07Jb. day of January, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
CLA1MANT'S DOCUMENT FILED FEBRUARY 6, 2009, (1 page) in the above-entitled 
matter, was Sent by Facsimile Afachine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRLAL COMMISSION 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COl\1l\lISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
J~\1ES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) Ff LED 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
FEB 1'0 2009 ) 
Surety, ) 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify that on the 10 -rt:- day of January, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
CLAIMAt~T'S DOCUMENTS FILED FEBRUARY 9, 2009, (14 pages) in the above-
entitled matter, was Sellt by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~~I+.~ Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
/ 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise,lD 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
A ttorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
OBJECTION TO CLAIMANT'S 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME 
TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES 
AND DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and respond to Claimant's letter fax/filed with the Industrial Commission 
and received by Defendants via facsimile on February 9, 2009, wherein Claimant 
requests additional time to provide signed releases and discovery responses 
pursuant to the Commission's February 6, 2009, Order on Motion to Compel. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES AND 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 1 
Defendants respectfully submit that on February 6 1 2009, Defendants were 
advised by Dr. Hansen/s office that on that same date Claimant cancelled the 
surgery scheduled for February 121 20091 and the earliest available date for surgery 
is February 19 1 2009. Therefore Claimant has ample time to sign medical releases 
and provide responses to Defendants l discovery requests. 
WHEREFOREI Defendants request that Claimant/s request for an extension of 
time be denied and that Claimant be required to fully respond to Interrogatories to 
Claimant and Requests for Production of Documents and Things to Claimant l 
served August 151 20081 and that Claimant be required to fully execute 
Defendants l HIPAA compliant Authorization and Direction for Release of Medical 
Records and facility-specific medical and administrative records releases. 
DATED this II f- day of FebruarYI 2009. 
ANDERSON I JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: ~?~ 11;{i;" .~ 
Alan K. Hull l 0 the Firm ! 
Attorneys for Defendants 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES AND 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of February, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO CLAIMANT'S REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES AND DISCOVERY RESPONSES by 
delivering the same to each of the following, by the method indicated below I 
addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
[x] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TiME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RElEASES AND 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 3 
02/12/2008 14:38 FAX 2084144488 OLS~N ~NI~HPHlS~~ 141001/001 /' 
, ------/ 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILED 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 1 2 2009 ) 
Surety, ) INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify that on the 1:)& day of February, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENT FILED FEBRUARY 12,2009, (1 page) in the above-entitled 
matter, was Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
Feb 12 09 03:54p 208-414-1139 p.1 
I 
------- ! 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COl\IMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILED IDAHO STATE INSURfu~CE FliND, ) 
) FEB 1 3 2009 Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) GOUMISS[lN 
'3tk I hereby certify that on the {- day of February, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENT FILED FEBRUARY 12, 2009, (2 pages) in the above-entitled 
matter, was Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise,lD 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
1 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety , 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
OBJECTION TO CLAIMANT'S 
SECOND REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE 
SIGNED RELEASES AND 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES FILED 
FEBRUARY 12, 2009 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and respond to Claimant's letter fax/filed with the Industrial Commission 
and received by Defendants via facsimile on February 12, 2009, wherein Claimant 
again requests additional time to provide signed releases and discovery responses 
pursuant to the Commission's February 6, 2009, Order on Motion to Compel. 
RESPONSE TO SECOND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES AND 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES FILED FEBRUARY 12, 2009 - 1 
/ 
Claimant's proposed basis for requesting an extension of time is based upon his 
IJdisadvantage" in having to use his injured arm to sign releases and provide 
discovery responses. 
Defendants respectfully submit that Claimant has demonstrated his physical 
and mental capacity to vigorously pursue his claim for benefits, and believe that 
Claimant has ample time to provide signed medical releases and responses to our 
discovery requests prior to his surgery currently scheduled February 19, 2009. 
To briefly summarize, Claimant has filed handwritten documentation to the 
Commission as follows: 
1. Claimant's Two Letters (5 pages) of August 5, 2008; 
2. Claimant's Letters and Discovery (62 pages including envelope) filed 
September 9,2008; 
3. Claimant's Letter Requesting a Continuance for 30 Days Fax/Filed 
October 15, 2008; 
4. Claimant's Letter Requesting Dismissal Fax/Filed October 17, 2008; 
5. Claimant's Faxed Letter (5 pages) Filed November 3,2008; 
6. Claimant's Letters Filed December 3, 2008 (18 pages); 
7. Claimant's Letters Filed December 4, 2008 (3 pages); 
8. Claimant's Letters Fax/Filed December 29, 2008 (2 pages); 
9. Claimant's Letter Fax/Filed January 12, 2009 (2 pages); 
10. Claimant's Letter Entitled "Motion to Revise Show Cause Hearing" With 
Attachments Fax/Filed January 14, 2009 (4 pages); 
11. Claimant's Letters Filed January 20,2009 (12 pages); 
RESPONSE TO SECOND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES AND 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES FILED FEBRUARY 12, 2009 - 2 
12. Claimant's Document "Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel Filed 
January 26, 2009 (15 pages); 
13. Claimant's Letters Filed January 20, 2009 (12 pages); 
14. Claimant's Document Filed February 6, 2009 (1 page); 
15. Claimant's Documents Filed February 9, 2009 (14 pages); 
16. Claimant's Document Filed February 12, 2009 (1 page) 
Defendants further submit that Claimant has provided additional handwritten 
correspondence to Defendants, which are not reproduced or summarized herein. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants request that Claimant's request for an extension of 
time be denied and that Claimant be required to fully respond to Interrogatories to 
Claimant and Requests for Production of Documents and Things to Claimant, 
served August 15, 2008, and that Claimant be required to fully execute 
Defendants' HIPAA compliant Authorization and Direction for Release of Medical 
Records and facility-specific medical and administrative records releases on or 
before February 21, 2009. 
DATED this day of February, 2009 . 
..........!---
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
Attorneys for Defendants 
RESPONSE TO SECOND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES AND 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES FILED FEBRUARY 12, 2009 - 3 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of February, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO CLAIMANT'S SECOND 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES AND DISCOVERY 
RESPONSES FILED FEBRUARY 12, 2009 by delivering the same to each of the 
following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
[x] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
RESPONSE TO SECOND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO PROVIDE SIGNED RELEASES AND 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES FILED FEBRUARY 12, 2009 - 4 
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BEFORE THE INDL'STRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILED 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
FEB 1 1 2009 ) 
Surety, ) INDUSTAIAl COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
~ 
I hereby certify that on the 17 - day of February, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED FEBRUARY 13 and 17, 2009, (total 4 pages) in the 
above matter, were Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FI LEO 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
1 7 2009 ) 
Surety, ) INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify that on the --'---' __ day of February, 2009, a true and correct copy of 
CLAIMANT'S another DOCUl\fENT FILED FEBRUARY 17,2009 (1 page), in the above 
matter, was Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
1&ra ~,~ Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
/ 
30/ 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) ANOTHER ORDER 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) I LED 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
) 1 72009 
Surety, ) 
INBUSrAIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
The Referee in this matter issued an ORDER dated February 6, 2009. Since that date 
the Commission has received a flurry of handwritten materials from Claimant. Some of these 
request relief from or an extension of time to comply with the requirements of that ORDER. 
The Referee, having given due consideration to Claimant's requests hereby DENIES 
Claimant's requests. Claimant shall comply with all requirements of the ORDER dated 
February 6, 2009, or sanctions shall be imposed, which sanctions may include immediate 
dismissal, with prejudice, of Claimant's claim. 
IT IS SO ORDE~. 
DATED this {7 -- day of February, 2009. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
ANOTHER ORDER - 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the t!:- day of February, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
ANOTHER ORDER was served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise,ID 83707 
db 
ANOTHER ORDER - 2 
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~ ,{lJ ~WESTvAlLEY 
MEDICAL CENTER 
1717 ;",r! ington A\'ellu~ • Caldwell. fD 83605 • (208) 459-4~1 
This authorization will expire on the following: (Fill in the Date or the Event but not both.) 
Date: \ Event: -----:::; \ \\ e~) 
Purpose .n't'-tii"1'1'1<'t're: 
Is this request for psychotherapy 
another authorization for other items 
Description: Date(s): 
All PHI in medical record 
Admission form 
Dictation reports 
Physician orders 
Intake/outtake 
Clinical Test 
Medication Sheets 
; 2083 4 5 4700 # 2/ 2 
,n /l; 
Date(s): 
I acknowledge, and hereby consent to such, that the i:U~'JUUI1. drug abuse, psychiatric, mv testing, HIV 
results or AIDS information. 
I understand that: 
1. I may refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary. 
t My treatment, payment, enrollment or eligibility for benefits may not be conditioned on signing this authorization. 
3. I may revoke this authorization at any time in writing, but if! do, it will not have any affect on any actions taken prior to receiving the 
revocation. Further details may be found in the Notice of Privacy Practices. 
t If the requester or receiver is not a health plan or health care provider, the released infonnation may no longer be protected by federal 
privacy regulations and may be redisc1osed. 
5. I understand that I may see and obtain a copy of the information described on this form, for a reasonable copy fee, ifI ask for it. 
S. I get a copy of this form after I sign it. 
i 39 
' ........ 'l"""" ........ " ..... ,! f"'""''1'-'\._ ..... ...,Ij, _____ _ 
~. 
!"",, :;iieilt 0 In VWltinG by Client 
Staff ~ ~YS 
.~~ .. - Jj ELPING N'OIlL ~ _. ------7-0-2-S-1-m-.\'-e'-D-I-·r,-'C-, -O-n-;,,-,.-Io-· J -O-r-l1g-(-)h,-f}-7 9-J-4-~----r,-e-!rtj-/-h-()-ne-:-(.~-1-1/-' 8-8-,9-"9-'-6-' 7
Fax: (541) 88977873' 
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE! RECEfVE AND USE PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
Last Name 
James ame: Clark 
Firat NF.ime M'ddle Name 
Social S&curity Number:  
lEC,lP lENT' (Person o(~g~ric~da'ancJ/6i fr8tD~Jt16rrf~rf~w2YG. may recetv~ :~rid/6f'dlsdI6sedifiyp.rot~.cted hs~.Hh '·ii)\orrf.a!io~)'::'.>~'ir;.c ':~;~{.i 
J.a.~~.~!.~~~c:~~t A_~~:'.~~~_ .. _ AI] ~;t~L$Qn-o-Jylian_&J:lyJl,J,,,LP... .. . ...... _. "'_" _, .. ___ . ______ . ________ . ____ . __ " .. ,,-._ .. _-- __ ---.-._., ___ _ 
.ddrss!> of P~rsOti or Agency; P.O. Box 7426 Boise Idaho 83707-7426 
YI;>.E::Q~JfL 
:y checking' ahd InlUall1lg ~ of the ilnes below, I specifically authorize the disclosure, receIpt and USB ot the type of protected hearth 
~atjon [ halJe checked and Inltlaled, 
:x---- Marital Health Assessmen1 . 0 __ Substatlce Abuse Asssssment 
] Mt'mtal Health Progress Notes 0 __ Substance Abuse Progress NOt96 ] = Mantal Health Dls,charge Summary . 0 __ Substance AbusEt Discharge Summary 
'1 PSYGhiatricAsB8ssment 0 _. _ Developmental Disabiiity ASSESSment 
j Psychiatric Progress Notes 0 __ Developmental Disability Progress Notas 
') Information about Sexwe,1 Assault 0 __ Information about sexually tra/'l$mltted diseases 
Informatlon aboutChlid Abuse and Neglect 0 __ informetJon Neoo135ary to Arrange Transportation 
] __ Educational Records 0 __ Information Necessary to Deal with an Emergency 
}';"'i>",;.GenereUV,edlcal Records 0 __ Information about H!WAIDS-related Testlng (IncludIng the fect 
] _. _ qth~r: that an HIV tasl Was ordered or reported, regardlesll:of 
] _._., Other: whether the results of suoh 1esis were positive or negative) 
y in!tlalhi9 Qm, of the flnas balow, I speolfically authorize d!sclosure, receipt end use of the typa of Information indicated above by my 
.Itials for the term i have checked and Inftlaled below, I understand that I can revoke this authart:zatlon at amy time by notifying LifBways in: 
ritlng of the revocation, I understand that revoklng this al.llho,lzation will not effect information that has already been disclosed, receJved' 
: lleed by Llfewaya aM/or the party or parties from or to whom it was received or dl~clos6d, ..
Ilis authorization will remain In effect; ··txl __ for one yeerfrom the dat!;! of this authorization. 
0 __ from the date of this authorl<:atlon until-:------:_--'--:--:::-::----:--_______ _ 
!XI ~ until the followIng 'event occurs: Resolution of Claim 
o _. _. other; 
:: 
1epratected heaf1h infanmation oovered by this E.luthorlzatlon may be used for the purpose5 I have checked and Inl:ialed below: J].::;~T~c~e:s~s~e=ss=e=I=19=rb=Il=ltY=a=n=d=n=e=e=d=f=o=rt=re=a=t=m=e=n=t==.~========D;=~~~'=T=o==p=la=n=a=n=d=c=O=O=rd=tn=a=ta==t(=e=at=m=6=n=t========~~==~111 
_ Other: Worker's Compensati n Litigation . 
01: 0; the person whose protected health infol'metiol1 is 
covered by this authorization, 
o the parent of the minor child whose pJ'otected hBaltb 
information is eoY~nd byt1i,Il s.uthol'i~atjon. 
. , 
o the legal guardian or custodian oft1e. pe.l'1lOll whose p~otected 
o 
health infol'mation 15 coveted by this authorization, 
authorized :'0 Ilign by acurJ'ently valld health cai,t power of 
attorney, 
iIl/ve read am' uJ/c[erSfl!lut tile terms oj tills Autilorl'l..rtt/C:!Llo-,.DI8aif)S{!;, 
il/ature bela W,. J lIOll/lllt/'lly ilutllOri'!.e dtsclo$'urJ~""f'l'!cerp'( (linl lise 0 
;I(tke it at ([I1Y Ilm~ by nollylng Lij'!.wnys 1}~f)-r7/f,!g, . 
Iv!'! mu( Usc Pl'ot;:cted Health biformutlon, 13y my 
. t'otl!.C ~~!wr./tli /JI!OrJIlllfio;l (IS {fle/lellied above, I call 
/ '. d-/~-c?9 
Date Signed 
Print6d Name 01 Witness DatE! Signee' 
l../tI V- , 2::> l) v-~ '& V ' 
St. Luke' .:~egi.o~al Me. center1 ... ~.~ 
St. Luke's Mendlan MedIcal Center I trYJ- ry. 
Wood River lVledical Center 0 (! lY1/~ 
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
I authorize the use or disclosure of die named individual's health information as described below: 
Patient'sFullName~vnQ.s.GlQYb Date of Birth:  
. Have you been seen here under any 0 
----
Telephone:. _____________ _ 
Medical Record #: ___________ _ 
Covering the period(s) ofhealthcare: _____________________________ _ 
Tbe type of information to be used or disclosed is as follows (check the appropriate boxes and include otber 
information where indicated) 
Mortinent Record Set 
o Discharge Summary 
o Laboratory Reports: 
DEEG 
o History & Physical o Radiology Reports: 
o Consultation Report DEKG 
o Procedure Report o OrderslProgress Notes 
o Pathology Report o Billing Records 
o Emergency Services Report 
o Other (please Specify) 
I understand that the information in my health record may include information relating to sexually transmitted disease, 
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (A1DS), or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). It may also include information 
about behavioral or mental health services, and treatment for alcohol and drug abuse. My signature below authorizes release 
of all such information unless I have crossed it out and initialed it. 0 Yes 0 No Initials ___ --,. 
Name:&r..d~2~~'~~·~L\ l.Ll> The Collowing person or organization is to CStl'l.tyee,tsAtadtedr, eZ~lsp~. ~ ~ '
receive the information: _______ _ 
Phone Number: ;SY 4 - 86D 
or which I'm authorizing disFl~sure will be used for the following purpose(s) only: 
, 'h~ G \ 
I un.derstand that I have a right to revoke this authorization at any time. I understand this if I revoke this authorization at any 
time. I understand that if I revoke this authorization, I must do so in writing and present my written revocation to Health 
In:fi:>rmation Services. I understand that the revocation will not apply to information that has already been released in 
response to this authorization. I understand that the revocation will not apply to my insurance company when the law 
provides my insurer with the right to contest a claim under my policy. 
Unless I specify differently, this authorization will expire tti..ea.y- a«. ietiJjt&b/!h.cL:i> tL..a~ 
If I fail to specify all expiration or event, this authorization 11 expire in one year from the date it was signed. 
I wderstand that if the person or entity that receives the information is not a health care provider or health plan covered by 
federal law re~".. . as; , . ormation described above may be redisclosed and no longer protected by these regulations. I 
understan !h{)rizingthe e or disclosure of the information identified above is voluntary. I need not sign this form to 
/ 
representative If signed by legal representative, relationship to patient 
9 
(', >~~('l: 
r--------------------.''-- r--------=:;:.:;;...-------::.::::.:-----_ 
~Sajnt AJphonsus 
't.jI Regional Medical Center 
lOSS' N, Curtis Rd, • Boise. Idaho B3706 • 12081367-2121 
I authorize the use or release/disclosure of protected 
health information regarding the named individual as 
described below. 
The following person or organization is authorized to 
DISCLOSE the specified information: 
Name: 
Street Address: SAINT ALPHONSUS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
City, State, Zip: MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES 
Phone Number: 1055 N. Curtis Road 
,Idaho 83706 
Date(s): ~ ___ _ 
o Discharge Summary 
o History and PhYSical 
o Operative Report 
o Pathology Report 
o Progress Notes 
o Orders 
o Laboratory 
tJ X-rays, ~ertinent Record Set 0 _____ _ 
o 
0.:::..:.:.==-,-== Date(s): ____ _ 
AiER Report 
o Complete Record 0 _____ _ 
0 _____ _ 
o Billing Records 
o Claim Form 
XDetailed Bill " -
o Other Outpatient Dept. 0 _____ _ 
0 _____ _ 
AUTHORIZATiON TO USE OR DISCLOSE 
PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
Patient's Full Name ( 
Birth date Medical Record Number 
The following person or organization is authorized to 
RECEIVE the information: , .I I, I a 
Name:" ~~I ~,o...-\i--l't- ~f Llf. 
Street Address: -p.O. tp;c 7tfc9(P 
City,State, Zip: ~~ I I D 96(0 t 
Test Date 
o Laboratory 
OX-rays 
o CTScans 
o Nuclear Med 
OEEG 
OEKG 
o Vascular Study 
o Sleep Study 
" 0 Echocardiogram 
o Pulmonary Test 
o Other 
o D:=-a:=te':':::( s"7)':"': .:..=;~=..:..::...=:.:... 
o Discharge Summary 
o History and Physical 
o Treatment Summary 
o Laboratory Reports 
o Follow-up Reports 
o Consultations 
o Progress Notes 
o X-rayS/CT/Nuclear Med 
OEKG 0 _________________ __ 
I understand that if the person or entity that receives the information is not a health care provider or health plan covered by federal 
Rr.iY.acy.!eg.IJtati.QJ1~.thejnforr.nati.oll,described abG'te may. be.. redisclosed and no longer protected. by .these..cegulations... ___ --__ • " 
I understand that I may refuse to sign this authorization and that my refusal to sign will not affect my consent to the use or disclosure 
of my protected health information for purposes of treatment, payment or health care operations. I may inspect or copy any 
information used/disclosed under this authorization. 
I understand that I may revoke this authorization in writing at any time at the address found below, except to the extent that 
hformation has been to this authorization_ Unless otherwise revoked, this authorization will expire on 
the following date: I fail to specify an expiration date, this authorization will expire in six months. 
SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATION 
I understand that my health information to be released MAY INCLUDE information that is related to sexually transmitted 
disease, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). behavioral or mental 
health for alcohol and/or drug abuse. My signature below authorizes release of all such 
h less I it out, and initialed it. Initials 
Date: 
/- Z-07 
Relationship to Patient: 
will be provided to the Regional 
Itt. edicallnformatlon Services Department, lOSS N. Curtis Road, BOise. 10 83706, Phone: 20a..3S7-2101 
.p,.~.rna7,I'~_. . PRIMARY HEALTH, H~::;" AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE PATIENT INFORMATION 
PATIENT NAME; ~VY\.tO C\.Q;r \& MaideoJothcr name: _____ _ 
DATE OF BIRTH:  SSN:  
PATIENT RECORDS From:",",,:","~~-:--:-~~~ _________________ _ 
Physician!1vfedical Office 
Address 
City State Zip Telephone 
I hereby authorize and request the release of the following information: 
All Patient Information 
----P'atient Information for visit date(s) of / --/ - ()60 (1-1£ t2 Z 
____ All Billing Statements ~ . 
______ Otha(~~uy): ______________________________________________ ___ 
PLEASESENDMYRECO~~~ ~ \' 0-.L 
-U:1~Yf::::iSb { ~ "!A.OvV\./ 1 
City State Zip Telephone 
p~oe~~~~~~~~~~~~G~i~~~~&~~~o~~~,~~~~'~~~~~~'~~¥e-~~~~---
If you do not wish to release records containing infonnation regarding the diagnosis or treatment ofmY (aids virus), 
otller sexual1y transmitted diseases, drug and or alcohol abuse, mental illness or psychiatric treatment, please initial 
here . Unless initialed here this information is deemed permissIble to release. 
Upon request, I may limit the amount of time that this consent for release of information is valid. I mrty revoke tins 
authorization in YI1iting at any time. I understand that the revocation will not apply to information that has already been 
released. I understand that authorizing the disclosure of this information is voluntary. I can refuse to sign this 
authorization and w that loot need to sign to asSure treatment. I understand that any disclosure of information 
carries witb i~ potential for uthorize -disclosure by the recipient. ' 
Phe»tocopi!::(or f£ Unile ofthi tdh . . n shall be considered to be the same as a signed original document. 
/ 
Sf n/-re: Datc:~.~i2_-....£.I-=Y':....-_--~v_f:.....-____ _ 
T1r1r Iluthot'/zar confornu (0 the rcg;ulanoru promulgated under Secticm JJJ of the ComprehensIve AlcaholAbusc and Alcoholism Prewmtioll. 
RelKlbllitaliort A Of of 19870 of Section 408 of tlie Dnlg Ab'lSe Office and Treatment A at of 1972. 
fdalzo ) 
Comty of II/as); / ~!J Len ~ : ~s. 
On this f1- day of ct/Jrl/(PV . .200..L, befon:: m<:, a notary public in nnd (or Sllid Stllte, personally appeared 
> \0.. \y\R~ \.0... r n ~ known to me to Ix: the per:lon whose nllme is subscribed to the with in instrument, and 
IN \\'IT ~~ md and seal the d:lY and year fir.t IIboVe wri en. 
" ;:f 
BAR8ARA J. ROBERTS 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
Gfbrrnslmed release 
, /J c''i/}/ 
/ t.... /'U (;. 
NOTARY UC FOR 
RcsidingAt Jt1: 15(// ::c ;:J 
My Commission Expires: 10 :; /.t t? IS> 
AUTHORIZATI \10 DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF ~ ICAl RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. ' 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. ' 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be 'th the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date 
----~----~--~--~---------
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
3/0 
STATE OF IDAHO 
: ss. 
County of /{/ttJAI/;q/7;/1 
J 
On this 1$ day of OJ;/'(/t{/1 V , 20~ before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLAlRK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written . 
.-.. .... 
..... ..... 
BARBARA J. ROBERTS • 
Notary Public ~ 
State ot Idaho 
~ 
- - - - ..... 
NOTARYPliBLIC FOR1<?AHO 
Residing at /Ii ~ e!/ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: Jai.'Y /;[12/5---
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
AUTHORIZA .\10 DIRECTION FOR RELEASE RECORDS 
The undersigned hereby authorizes and directs the STATE OF OREGON, 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, to release my entire file concerning my past 
incarceration and related charges to any member of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & 
Hull, P. O. Box 7426, Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by 
furnishing copies thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for 
such records, reports or information. This authorization includes medical records, 
psychiatric records, psychological records, disciplinary reports and all other 
documentation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim. 
You are hereby informed that this is in conjunction with a workers' compensation 
claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho. 
You are further advised that this authorization shall be used in conjunction with this 
workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said records, reports 
and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661, the 
Claimant in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim. You are further advised 
that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or information shall be borne 
by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for payment for submission of 
such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
It is further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by 
either party and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; 
that such information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction with the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
11/10/1958 
548-02-8487 
t ~ 
31 
STATE OF IDAHO 
) ss. 
County of t/lllj;!~JIeI? ) 
On this / f day of Ii /l/(/'ct/1 v , 200q, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, perso-;:;ally appeared james Clar(known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
BAR8ARAJ. ROBERTS 
Notary Pubfic 
(SEAL)State of Idaho 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
NOTARY PUBLIC FO IDAHO 
Residing at //r?/5-cr , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: /'/"<3/f{7/5' 
3/3 
AUTHORIZA TI \lD DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF ICAl RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. ' 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and m . d as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used . ith the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date: L- I.e--{)? 
7 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
STATE OF IDAHO 
. ss. 
County of !td,JI1I~j b/J 
On this If day of !?iJ/'r/Cf/'(: , 20~, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLAR , known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
(SEAL) 
BARBARAJ. ROBERTS 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
Residing at ----#-f.~=-=--___r_---;-:__' Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ';? t'/.5 
AUTHORIZA 'liD DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF I ICAl RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. I 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be bome by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be the pending 
compensation case and for no other p 
Date: .£- I sY -09 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
3//::> 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of 10:/tS)//tti It,;' 
J 
ss. 
On this J<l day of &/l(\(/ct/' V , 20~, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
(SEAL) 
BARBARA J. ROBERTS 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho ~ 
-
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
Resid ing at __ --"U-J,~""_"_-'""-_......__-~-' Id aho 
My Commission Expires: _:;--
(~/ 
AUTHORIZATIO liD DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF CAL RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. I 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used ith the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date: ;2-/5-"12 ~ Z~~~C 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
STATE OF IDAHO 
: ss. 
County of (t/d s.AI1J f-C/) 
---On this It; day of /?:/JL//C//'V , 20W, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, pers~nally appeared JAMES CLARK,known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
(SEAL) 
-
BARBARA J. ROBERTS 
Notary PUDlic 
Stlte of Idaho 
-
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR I&AHO 
Residing at . . :t!/J-e I" , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 5 
31e; 
AUTHORIZA TlO ~D DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. I 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and mao uch; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used . conjunction wit,? the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date: ;J - /y.--C;/ 9' 
" 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
STATE OF IDAHO 
: ss. 
County of ii! tZ_f!V /\J tiL? ) 
On this / f day of h.f; r tIC//' V , 200~ before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
(SEAL) 
BARBARA J. ROBERTS 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR ID 0 
Residing at d~'l5t'/ . , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: $3/£17/5 
3d-I 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILED 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
FEB 2 3 2009 ) 
Surety, ) INDUSTRIAL COMMISSrON Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify that on the a~ day of February, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED FEBRUARY 20, 2009, (total 27 pages) in the above 
matter, were Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
RachaeI M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise,ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise,ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: {208} 344-5800 
Facsimile: {208} 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, I.C. No. 08-013505 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, MOTION FOR SANCTIONS 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and hereby move the Commission for an Order for sanctions as the 
Commission deems appropriate, including dismissal with prejudice, for Claimant's 
failure to fully comply with the Commission's February 6, 2009 Order on Motion to 
Compel and Other Matters, and Order dated February 1 7, 2009. 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 1 
Claimant was Ordered, without excuse or delay, to answer Defendants' 
discovery requests and to properly sign medical and administrative records releases 
without altering in any way the text of the releases or limiting the persons to whom 
they may be sent. Claimant filed with the Commission his discovery responses and 
signed medical releases dated February 18, 2009. Copies of Defendants' discovery 
requests and Claimant's discovery responses previously filed with the Commission 
are attached hereto as Exhibit II A" for the Referee's convenience. 
As a whole, Claimant failed and/or refused to provide any meaningful 
responses to discovery. Although Claimant may feign ignorance or confusion, 
Claimant's refusal to provide even basic information further illustrates his refusal to 
cooperate with these proceedings. In response to Defendants' Interrogatories, 
Claimant did not provide a single name of any witness to the claimed accident (See 
Interrogatory No.1), failed to identify a single pre- or post-accident medical 
provider (See Interrogatory Nos. 8, 9), and refused to disclose any prior or 
subsequent accident, injury, or claim (See Interrogatory Nos 11, 18, 20, 21, 22). 
In addition, Claimant did not disclose one prior employer or employment or wage 
information (See Interrogatory Nos. 10 and 23), did not provide any information 
regarding benefits received from other sources, such as disability, welfare, 
unemployment, etc. (See Interrogatory No. 19), and did not offer any information 
with respect to witnesses for the hearing in three weeks. Furthermore, in response 
to Defendants' Requests for Production of Documents and Things, Claimant 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 2 
provided not one record, report, or writing of any kind, but responded simply to 
each and every Request, "Will update you when I have more Information." 
In addition, Claimant unknowingly or intentionally completed portions of the 
facility-specific medical releases, effectively limiting Defendants' ability to obtain 
Claimant's complete medical records from the medical providers. For example, on 
the Primary Health records release Claimant limited the dates of service to 1/1/06 
to 2/18/09. In another example, Claimant marked the "Yes" box for disclosure of 
psychotherapy notes on the West Valley Medical Center release, which prevents 
Defendants from obtaining any other records from the facility. Similarly, on the 
Lifeways and Saint Alphonsus releases, Claimant checked boxes that limit 
Defendants' ability to obtain a complete set of records. Defendants have 
forwarded new releases to Claimant by letter of this date. A copy of Defendants' 
letter to Claimant is attached hereto as Exhibit liB." 
Defendants continue to be prejudiced by the vexatious conduct of Claimant. 
This Motion is based upon the documents, affidavits, pleadings, and records on 
file, pursuant to Rules 1, 7 and 16 of the Industrial Commission Judicial Rules of 
Practice and Procedure; I.C. §72-432 (10); and all other applicable law. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants request that the instant Motion for Sanctions be 
granted and imposed as the Commission deems appropriate. 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 3 
~ f-t:-
DATED this 62~ day of February, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
--~ HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ,p day of February, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SANCTIONS by delivering the 
same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 4 
[x-J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
33£ 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
TO: CLAIMANT: 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
INTERROGATORIES TO 
CLAIMANT 
COME NOW the Defendants, pursuant to the rules and regulations of the 
Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho and hereby submit the following 
interrogatories and request that the same be answered under oath and within thirty 
(30) days from the date of receipt thereof as provided in said rules and regulations 
promulgated by the Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho. If you cannot 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 1 
answer any interrogatory in full after exercising due diligence to secure the 
information, so state, specifying the reason for your inability to answer and, to the 
extent possible, state whatever information and knowledge you have concerning 
the remainder. 
These interrogatories are deemed continuing interrogatories and your 
answers thereto are to be supplemented as additional information becomes 
available to you. 
INTERROGATORY NO.1: State the names and addresses of all persons who 
witnessed the accident alleged in your Complaint; in regard to each of said 
witnesses, state what you contend each of said witnesses observed and the 
location of each of said witnesses from the point where said alleged accident 
occurred. 
INTERROGATORY NO.2: State specifically and expressly all of the 
circumstances surrounding said alleged accident, that is, how said alleged accident 
occurred. 
INTERROGATORY NO.3: State whether, since the date of said accident 
alleged in your Complaint, you have been employed in any capacity whatsoever. If 
so, state the names and addresses of all businesses or persons for whom you have 
been employed, and in each of said instances of employment, state the periods of 
employment, the nature of your duties in each of said employments and your 
earnings. Include within your answer any self-employment. 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 2 
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Have you applied for unemployment 
compensation benefits since the date of the accident alleged in your Complaint? If 
so, state whether you received unemployment compensation benefits; if so, the 
periods covered, the amounts received and the jurisdiction which was the source of 
said benefits. 
INTERROGATORY NO.5: State whether, since the date of the accident 
alleged in your Complaint, you have made application for employment with any 
individual, business or agency. If so, state the name and address of the person, 
business or agency with whom you made such application for employment and in 
each instance, the date of said application or applications. 
INTERROGATORY NO.6: State whether, since the date of the accident 
alleged in your Complaint, you have engaged in any travel outside the State of 
Idaho; if so, state when said travel occurred, where you traveled to and the dates 
in regard to each of said trips. 
INTERROGATORY NO.7: State precisely and in detail all injuries which you 
allege occurred as a result of the accident alleged in your Complaint. 
INTERROGATORY NO.8: State the names and addresses of all practitioners 
of the healing arts who have examined or treated you as a result of the alleged 
injuries which you allege resulted from said alleged accident. In regard to each of 
said practitioners, state the dates of said treatment and/or examinations. Include 
within your answer the names and addresses of any hospitals in which you have 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 3 
been hospitalized and the dates of the hospitalizations. Describe in detail any 
treatment you received. 
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Preceding the date of the accident alleged in your 
Complaint, state the names and addresses of all practitioners of the healing arts 
who examined or treated you for any reason at any time during your lifetime and 
the approximate dates of such examinations and/or treatments and the nature of 
your injuries or condition necessitating each of said examinations or treatments. 
Include within your answer the names and addresses of any hospitals in which you 
have been hospitalized, as well as the dates of hospitalization and the condition or 
conditions treated. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: State the names and addresses of all persons or 
businesses for whom you were employed during your lifetime and prior to the date 
of the accident alleged in your Complaint; in regard to each of said employments, 
state the dates thereof and, generally, the nature of your duties in each of said 
employments and your earnings in each of said employments. Include within your 
answer any self-employment. 
I NTERROGA TO RY NO. 11: State whether, prior to or since the date of the 
accident alleged in your Complaint, you made claim for any compensation benefits 
under the laws of any jurisdiction for injuries resulting from any accident or 
occupational disease. If so, state when each of said claims were made and the 
disposition of each of said claims, including any permanent physical impairment 
and/or permanent partial disability awarded. 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 4 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: In your Complaint, you have alleged that you 
have sustained, as a result of the alleged accident, a permanent disability. Please 
state the amount of permanent disability which you allege resulted from the alleged 
accident which is the subject of this claim and the name and address of any 
practitioner of the healing arts who has rendered an opinion concerning the degree 
of permanent impairment or permanent disability which you alleged and state what 
said opinion is. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: State whether the disability which is claimed in 
the Complaint and which is the subject matter of this claim is caused solely by the 
alleged accident described in Interrogatory No.2. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: State whether the total disability which is 
permanent as alleged in the Complaint is the result of an aggravation or 
acceleration of any previous conditions or injury. If your answer is in the 
affirmative, state and describe in detail: 
a. The nature of any such pre-existing injury or condition; 
b. How any such pre-existing injury or condition occurred or came to 
exist; 
c. Whether you ever received a permanent disability rating with respect 
to any such previous injury or condition; 
d. The nature and degree to which you claim the accident aggravated or 
accelerated any such pre-existing condition or injury. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: If your answer to Interrogatory No. 13 is in the 
affirmative, state whether any such previous condition or injury constituted a 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 5 
hindrance or obstacle to your obtaining employment, and if it was, describe how it 
constituted a hindrance or obstacle to your obtaining employment. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: If your answer to the immediately preceding 
interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe in detail each and every 
hindrance or obstacle incurred. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: State whether you have received training 
through any type of vocational rehabilitation program. If so, state when the same 
occurred, the jurisdiction in which you obtained said vocational rehabilitation and 
the nature of courses pursued under each of said programs. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Have you sustained injuries as a result of any 
type of accident, industrial or non-industrial in nature, which required examination 
or treatment by any physician? If so, state when the same occurred, a brief 
description of the circumstances surrounding the same, where the same occurred, 
and the names and addressees of any physicians who examined or treated you 
therefor. If you were hospitalized as a result thereof, state when you were 
hospitalized and the names and addresses of the hospitals where you were 
hospitalized. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: State whether you have received any type of 
benefits from any source whatsoever, disability, welfare, unemployment, etc., 
since the date of the accident alleged in your Complaint to the present time. If so, 
state the periods covered, the source of the benefits, and the amounts received. 
INTERROGA TORIES TO CLAIMANT - 6 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: State whether you have received injuries as a 
result of any accident since the date of the accident alleged in your Complaint. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: If your answer to the immediately preceding 
interrogatory is in the affirmative, state the circumstances and facts surrounding 
the same, when the same occurred, the location of said accident, the name and 
address of the other party or parties involved in said accident, and the name and 
address of any physician or hospital that provided treatment. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: If your answer to Interrogatory No. 20 is in the 
affirmative, state whether you have made claim against any business, individual or 
insurance company as a result of said accident. If so, state the name and address 
of the individual, business or insurance company against whom such claim was 
made and when such claim was made. Include within your answer the disposition 
of the claim. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: State all wages which you have earned from all 
occupations or earnings from all sources during the period of five years immediately 
preceding the date of the accident alleged in your Complaint; also, state the names 
and addresses of all persons or businesses from whom said wages were derived 
and the amount of wages which were derived from each of said employers during 
said period of time. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: List the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of each witness you intend to call at hearing in this matter. 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 7 
3t.;3 
INTERROGATORY NO. 25: With regard to each individual listed in your 
answer to the immediately preceding interrogatory, describe in detail the testimony 
you expect each witness to give at the hearing in this matter. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 26: Please state the name r address r telephone 
number, occupation and job title of each individual whom you intend to call as an 
expert witness at the hearing and for each expert witness state his or her field of 
expertise, the subject on which he or she is expected to testify, and the substance 
of the facts and opinions for which he or she is expected to testify. 
DATED this ___ day of August, 2008. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 8 
Alan K. Hull r Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of August, 2008, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT by delivering 
the same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
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Alan K. Hull 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION Oli' THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) Ie 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC; ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILED 
IDAllO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) FEB 2 3 2009 ) 
Surety, ) INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify thnl on the d?J!1 day of February. 2009, true and correct copics of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED FEBRUARY 20, ~009, (total 2711agcs) in the above 
matte-r, were SeJtI by Facsimile lJ1acltine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, 1D 83707 
INDUSTRIAL COMMiSSION 
V)/l/l/\ )/( ~ ~~-
Assistant Commission Secretary 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
.! 
PjtientlFlnn 
\ arY\e{) __ ~ __ ~~~ ____________ ~~~~~~~~,-____________ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ______ ~ 
~WESr¥\IJEY 
MEDICAL CENTER 
1717 ;\ rli~!,>l lln ~\lcDIlC • C~ldWdl.l l) R3G05 • (208) 459-41'>11 
1lis authorization will expire on the 
)ntc: \ 
~urposc 
I PHI in medical record 
Admi ssion fonn 
Dictlltion reports 
Physi ci an ordcr8 
lntakc(outtllkc 
Clinica 1 Test 
Sheets 
~1tld that 
lowing: (Fill in the Date Or the Event but not both.) 
Event: ...... --::; I -. 
'i\ e (A. 1'1 ave, 
I rna y refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary, 
f1/1.) 
Labor/delivery sum. 
as nursing assess 
:Postpartum flow sheet 
Itemized bill: 
UB-92: 
Other: 
Other: 
Date(s): 
HlV testing-, HIV 
My treatment, paymentl enrollment or eligibility for benefits may not be conditioned on signing this authorization. 
1 may revoke this authorization at any time in writing, but if! do, it will not have any affect on any actions taken prior to receiving the 
revo cation. Further details may be found in the Notice of PriVilOY Practices. 
If the requester or receiver is not n health plan or health cru-e providert the released info:nnation may no lonser be protected by federal 
privacy regulations and may be redisclosed. 
I understand that I mllY see and obtain a copy of the information described on this ,foun, for a reasonable copy feek if! ask for it. 
t get It copy of this form after r sign it. 
W f + • • ! 
DIn WrHlng by Client 
Telephone: (,~" 1) ofi9~916'; 
F:;r.'(.,' (54)) 8/;'9~187j' 
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLQS/::, t1~ClErVE AND use PROTECTED HEAl. TH INFORMATION 
\~; ~~.......,......,-l.il~l Nilms" James H' • I flrll: tiilmo ............... -~M:":'I-;-dCl;;-'le-:N-;-'Iii-m-e--~-
! of Brrth;  Socia! Security Number:   . 
:;,IPtt:Nt (.pilr'tib,[J Cl'£~a~I~y,'h;~khd/6f froJ!l·W~6n. tlfliiwayS. m'ay race!"v~ '~·~~/6f.'~!;ofbB'ea 'my ·p"rOl:~~t~~h.fi~Jlh.'lnrbr'i.~~!rori}'.::: :'.',::"~l:;,:./:!;:~':.' 
~: ~!,~".!.r::.~':~..?0_~~~~~: ____ An&h:.r.$.Q.n~Yli.an_&.H"J1, .. 1..lP. ... "., .'" ... -""", .. '. ',,_~._. __ -____ ._ .. ~~_., ...... , .. _ ... u __ ..... W'" • __ 
Iroof; ()rp~ts~~~~.~~ency: P,O. Box 7426! I?,oise, Idaho 837Q7~7426 
~~:Qr..ffr[Pfi~~xl'imli~\,~'·:;;~~·~~~~~·11M;;"~~(~~?R~1t:.lf~~~~/~;:tJi~:{·:'{'i~;ll';;[\iJ~I~!".;)(:h:it{~~~)J.~~~\:t~~:;J1f~~ji?frl{~W,?~\k~f:5;.':ii~l~ji~}'~4i'/t~~¥lli 
:onl3ci<.inii' and InIUaiino W of the lines balow, I apecil'lc:a!1y aulhorl~d the disclosure, receIpt and Use of the type or projected ht:alth 
,mation t hl.1v~ checf(ed and Initialed, . 
tien tal Heallh A$$e$ar'l'iOn1 . 0 ~ Substance Abl,.l~a A~SeIlSmei1t 
,.. .... ..-..... '. , 
_ fv'~nta! Ht:lClllfi ~r6.(Jress Notes 0 _~ SlIln,tance Abuse Progref;16 Notas 
_ Man ((;II H~1l1lh Dispharge summary 0 _ Sub~bince Abl.ts~ Discharge Summary 
.~ .. _. rsyohlatrlc. Ass(3sSl1l1Jlt'lt . ..• 0 _ DeVelopmental pisabiliiy ASQC4t:n1cnt 
~ Psyohlalrlc Proorau Note!! 0 _ OevtilQPmeTl!al Disobtllty Progress Notaa 
~ Infornlliltion a~I,)I.£Sext.le,1 Assnult 0 _ Information obout aeX!.laily tralismlUed dl~aslJl;\ 
~-_. lr,formatlol1 abolJ~Chnd A!)vs$ and NegJc¢ 0 _ Informtltj())1 Necessary to Arrange) Tral1spor.atlon 
_ Edur::;aUonal fist:urds ' 0 ~ InformaUon Necessary 10 DaEd wrlh all Emergency 
1';' ;"I~,GenOI'P~ Modlc~1 Records 0 ~ Information ~b(Ju! HIWAIDS-rela1ed T~~tlns (Includl'1r1 the ff'lr~ ", . 
'. Olh that al'\ HrV tafit Was ordered or r~portedl regardless of ' 
- , ~r: h .. Ih h ;;::--' Onli;jr~ _ • w tltner e ~~Ult5 of , LIe let;\s Wl'IrtJ potdtlVEil or ncgtiUvo) 
m~l~A4.' :ff~ ~'. ,! {t. 'i~*'1tl~ 
nltllllll)g ~ of t11~ lin as bGlow. I $peolfically authorll!.1!l dlllaloBure, re~lp! e"~ use of the tyP$ ¢11~ronnation indicated t!bove by my 
d~ for lh Ii t.orm I have checked and Initialed below. I wnders.tend thai I ~n revoke thIs authClrlzaUon at any t1me by notifyl~ Llfeways In 
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i autho(l;u;.tlol"1 wUI remain In effoct; '. 00 _ fQ( one year from the- dlilo O'ftl1iIJ authoriz:ation, . 
. . 0 __ from the date afth'ls oLJlnori4at\on !,.Inti! ~_,_. -::-::_~_~~_~ __ 
1iI,...........~ until the followlng\;l:vem occurs; ResQh.ttiQ""'n........"Q<..Lf..;:Cx:;.;I'""'aLL!im~~ ____ --' 
[J~ other; . 
n~bs s: OF +tift:iQOl;IiORIZA Tli'-.~ ~'~·~\.~f~}1;;~\i;I~'(.:\.:'r.;': ll~~~!Y ~..:.., ... ..; ,,., ."\.<;.' ... .I~·l .', ..... j ,t ~ ,.,t.,.!, I. 't~~),7"'~"'" ~~I r:1'0'11~ I • .\,1 ':r' 
.proier;led h~allh inform~ti(.1n ~o\lered b~ this o4thrJritation may bel Utlt\":J for the pUrpOSC3 I have checked and In'~(ale<l bellO'll .. : 
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r---------~------~' .. -'r_--~--=--............. ------=:.:::=.:......---........... -_ 
~Saint Alphonsus 
'CI Regional Medical Center 
105$ N. c.lII'1l, Rd .• iolse. IdaTIa S3706 • 12081 367-2141 
I authorize the usa or release/disclosure of protected 
health infollTlatian regarding the named individual a.s 
described below. 
The following person or organization is authorized to 
01 SCLQSJ;, the specified information: 
Nama; 
Sirae! Address; SAINT ALPHONSUS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
City, Stale, Zip; MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES 
PhOM Numbor. 1055 N, Curtis Road 
Idaho 83706 
Date{s): -o:---~--
o Discharge Summary 
o History and Physical 
o Operative Report 
o Pathology Report 
o Progress Notes 
o Ordetl! 
q Laboratory 
Cl X-rays, 
Jijfartinent Record Set 
O~ _____ _ 
Cl !imergency Dept. 
Oate(s); ~ __ _ 
,.hER Report 
·0 Complete Reooru 
CJ' , .• 0 _____ _ 
a Billing Recoo;iB 
o Claim Fonn :. 
~etailed Bill " 
o Qtber Otrtpatlent Dept. 0 _____ ___ 
0 ............ ____ _ 
Birth data Medical Reoord NU.filber 
The following person or organlz.ation is authorized to 
RECEIVE the Information:' , U 
Nama: ~7.:Pf'\. I ~.o....V...1 't ~ , Llf. 
Stra.t Addreu: r.O. .f.:i:>x '1ctcPL? 
City, State. Zlp: &a I IDe -6,(0 '1 
Test 
o Laboratory 
a X-rays 
IJ CT Scans 
o Nuclear Mad 
OEEG 
OEKG 
o Vascul~ S~udy 
o Sleep study 
.. , 0 Echoaardiogram 
o Pulmonary Tast 
o Other 
Date 
o Discharge Summary 
o History and Physical 
o Treatment Summary 
a Laboratory Reports 
o Fonow-up Reports 
o Consultations 
o Progress Notes 
o X..fayslCT/Nuciaar Mad 
Cl S<G . 
D_,_~ _____ -. 
I IJlderstand that If the person or andty that recelvas the information Is not a health carll provider or h"alth plart cover(ld by f~dara.l 
.... ~q.acy~t'glJlatlAAs..,th"'Jnfonnall.Ql1,descnbed aballe may.be. redisclo$Eld and oalongor prtJt&eted bV ,thl.!sa.teguI.allQ~s.... __ •.• - .• 
I udarstand that I may rafuSa to sign thi~ authorization and that my refusal te sign will not affect my consent to the use or disclosure 
of my protected health Information rQr purposes of treatment, pa.yment at health care operations. I may Inspect or copy any 
In IGrmatiol1 used/disclosed uod61' this authorization. 
I U1derstand that I mav revoke this authQrintlon In writing a.t any time at !hI! addrttss found below, I!IXCftpt 10 the extent that 
h 'formation has bean to this authorization. Unless otherwise revoked, th~ authOliution will expire on 
h Efallowing date: fail to specify an expiration date, this authorization will expire In $Ix rno{1th.:il. 
SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATION 
~ -
luderstand that my health Information to be released MAY INCL.UDE information that Is related to saxtJaJly transmlttEld 
d£.$3se. acquired Immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). bahavlaral or man1aJ 
hedth for alcohol andlor drug abuse, My slgnature,below authorizes ralease of all such 
Cl"n.!':SRn It out, and Initialed it Initials 
. Date! 
/- Z-Q1 
Relationship to Patient: 
· ,:,.iM..7,~~_~. PlUMARY HEALTH, H~' AU't.t10RIZATlON TO RELEASE PATIENT INFORMATION 
P A-n:E:NT NAMa; ~~ c.1.n. '( !6 name;, 
DA.TBOFBmT :   = .SSN: ·-·1.----
PA TrENT :RECORDS From! 
~~~~~~~~-------------------------------------PhysicianlMedioalOffice 
~~----------------------------~---------------------Address 
City State Zip 
I bc;reby authorize and request the releaso of the following information: 
AU Pati¢1lt Information 
---,p'atient Informa.tion for visit date(s) of L·-L-()6p fl- tlf t2.. 9' 
___ All Billing Sta~ments 
Telephone 
______ Oili~(~~i~): ______________________________________________ ___ 
PLEASE SEND MY RECORRS!?: ~ \ \, 0..l 1-1\ L' ~~'(t:;l)b, ~ A1".£)",,\I\, "\ Uiw \ 
~\ g I CD 86JD'J ~~4 -run 
. City State Zip Telephone 
:lltpose for relense of inform~tion: \JC;'{ V ~ ~ ~'::: e:~ ~ ~:?::: 
If you do nDt wish to rclCD!~ reeords containing information regarding the diagno!rla or ttcl1tment oflUV (aids 'Virus). 
ot'hcr sexually transmftt~d di..scl1scs~ drug Ilnd or alcohol abuse, mental illness or psychiatric treatment, please inith,\ 
here • Unless lnltlaJed here tltls Information Is deemed pBrnUulble to releru;e. 
Upon request, I may limit the amount of time tha.t this consent for release of information is valid. I may rczvoke this 
Qutbotization in. writing a t any time. I undersblnd that the f""ocation will not apply to information that hIlS o.lrendy been 
releu; ed. I undcrstnnd that authorizing the disclosure of this information is voluntary. loan refuse to sign this 
l1urboJ:i2:4ltion ancJ,knrS\Vthat C ot need to sign to asSure trgalmcnt. I understand that any dlsc;losure ofinrormation 
ctlrric~ witb 't-tIle potential for uthoti2ed-~isalosute by the recipient. . 
Pl'Dtoco i . 'Ie of • if ii6n shall be considl:TC!d to be tho same illS il signed original document. 
Si Datc!-j~~--4!...:;...Y'~"-..:s:.e...,..ft....-___ _ 
Relationship 0 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attornevs and Counselors at Law 
Robert A. Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chris H. Hansen 
Phillip J. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
Amy G. White 
James Clark 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
Bret A. Walther 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
February 25, 2009 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
c. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208)344-5800 
Facsimile: (208)344-5510 
e-mail: akh ulJ iGJ.ajhJaw.com 
Web Site: www.ajhlaw.com 
With Attorneys Licensed to Practice in 
Idaho, CO, MD, OR, PA, UT and WA 
We received your discovery responses and signed medical releases via 
facsimile transmission on February 23, 2009. Pursuant to the Commission's Order 
on Motion to Compel, you were to sign medical and administrative records re leases 
without altering in any way the text of the releases or limiting the persons to whom 
they may be sent. Whether inadvertent or otherwise, you completed sections of 
the facility-specific medical releases such that they limit our ability to obtain your 
complete medical files, which we which we are entitled to under Idaho law. As we 
discussed on numerous prior occasions, we intend to obtain all relevant medical 
and vocational information in connection with this claim to allow us to investigate 
and defend our interests, as well as to allow the Industrial Commission to make an 
informed decision as to benefits. 
Enclosed please find the following facility-specific medical releases: 
1. West Valley Medical Center, Authorization for Release of Protected 
Health Information (PHI) 
2, LifeWays Authorization to Disclose, Receive and Use Protected Health 
Information; 
3. Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Authorization to Use or 
Disclose Protected Health Information; 
4. Primary Health, Inc. Authorization to Release Patient Information. 
February 25, 2009 
Page 2 
Please execute the above-listed releases and return them unaltered (i.e., do 
not check boxes or provide a date range for treatment dates) as per the 
instructions of the Industrial Commission's Order dated February 6, 2009. You will 
note that the Primary Health, Inc. release requires a notarized signature. Once the 
releases have been executed, please return them in the enclosed pre-paid envelope. 
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 
Very truly yours, 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
RMO/dgs 
cc: Jewel Owen, State Insurance Fund 
2009-02-27 1~:52 208 549 2161 » (:koftJ~: 3 ~~ '- 7 5-~'-cS 
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February 27,2009 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
CLAIM NO; 200806268 
IC NO. 2008-013505 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
208 549 2161 » 
My name is BarbaraJ Roberts. I am employed by Bank of the West, Weiser, Idaho 
83672. 
On February 18, 2009, Mr. James Clark, a customer of Bank of the West, requested that I 
notarize seven Request for Release of Infotmation pertaining to his medical records. We 
notarize documents only for Bank of the West customers. 
Immediately I noted that the date of the documents was incorrect. The year of 2008 was 
entered in the date field instead of the correct year of2009. l' ~.~,. ~ ...... ( 1 
would not notarize these requests for release with an incorrect date. He then stated. that 
he had been advised that no alterations could be made to these documents. We discussed 
the implications of either scenario. Since l\I1r. Clark was scheduled for surgery the next 
day and he had to return. the signed and notarized documents by February 20,2009, there 
was no time to request that he be sent new documents with the date corrected. He also 
stated that he had no idea why the documents were dated 2008 instead of 2009 and , 
therefore, could not justifY my notarizing and attesting to documents that were over one 
year old. 
Without a correct date, I stated that I felt my notarization would be null and void and of 
no use to Mr. Clark since I had not become a notary until January 23,2009 and, 
therefore, my signature and attestation could be challenged. Also, it was very unclear as 
to which date was supposed to be used in my notary statement and verification of 
identity. If I wrote 2008, the notary statement was fraudulent. If I wrote 2009> the 
document itself was possibly fraudulent. Both of those scenarios could subject me to 
sanctions by the National Notary Association and my employer. 
P 2/4 
Therefore, in accordance with my best possible professional judgmet"lt T the date 
from 2008 to 2009 as I felt that I was just correcting a clerical error. 1 regret that this 
action has caused so much trouble for Mr. Clark and had no idea that the date of these 
documents would be such an issue as to cause Mr. Clark to suffer sanctions and the 
possible dismissal of his case. In addition, as I recall, the statement regarding the 
alteration of these documents referred to the text of the documents not the dates. 
2009-02-27 11:52 Bankoft" '~est212 208 549 2161 » 
In retrospect, I realize that it would have been best for me to refuse to notarize these 
documents until there were corrected. Although, this would have not created the best 
situation for Mr. Clark. 
Lastly, I did not consult any of my supervisors as they were with other customers at the 
time and Mr. Clark was pressed for time to get these documents returned by the deadline. 
I did, therefore, act on my own judgment and volition and would not consider my 
employer or Mr. Clark in any responsible for this action. 
Please let me know if you need all)1hing further. 
Sincerely, 
~/H# 
Barbara J Roberts 
P 3/4 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
FI LED ) 
IDAHO STATE INSl.JRANCE FUND, ) FEB 2 7 "Z009 ) 
Surety, ) INBUST'RIAL COMMISSION 
Defendants. ) 
#--
I hereby certify that on the :rl- day of February, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED FEBRUARY 27,2009, (total 4 pages) in the above 
matter, were Sent by Facsimile Mac/tine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
NOTICE OF EXCHANGE OF 
EXHIBITS AND DISCLOSURES 
PURSUANT TO RULE 10 
COMES NOW Defendants, Cry Baby Foods, LLC and Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, by and through their attorneys, and pursuant to Rule 10 of 
the Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Industrial Commission of 
the State of Idaho, hereby submits their proposed witness and exhibit lists 
for the hearing on March 13, 2009: 
NOTICE OF EXCHANGE OF EXHIBITS AND DISCLOSURES PURSUANT TO RULE 10 - 1 
Witnesses: 
1 . James Clark, Claimant; 
2. Jewel Owen (Via Telephone); 
Defendants reserve the right to call as witnesses at the hearing of this 
matter any individuals identified by the Claimant as witnesses. 
Exhibits: 
1. Form 1, Notice of Injury (4117/08); 
2. Dominic Gross, M.D.; 
3. Treasure Valley Internal Medicine; 
4. Lifeways Mental Health Services; 
5. R. G. Hansen, M.D.; 
6. Jeff Smith, PA-C; 
7. Lawrence Green, M.D.; 
8. James Moland, M.D.; 
9. Eric Holt, M.D.; 
10. Richard Wilson, M.D.; 
11. Weiser Memorial Hospital; 
12. Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center; 
13. West Valley Medical Center; 
14. Holy Rosary/Sport & Orthopaedic Rehabilitation; 
15. Industrial Commission Rehabilitation Division; 
16. Idaho Department of Correction; 
NOTICE OF EXCHANGE OF EXHIBITS AND DISCLOSURES PURSUANT TO RULE 10 - 2 
3& 
a. Medical History & Screening; 
b. Inmate Medical Information Form; 
c. Offender Medical Status Report; 
d. Physician's Orders; 
e. Interdisciplinary Progress Notes; 
f. Outpatient Treatment Records; 
g. Report of Physical Examination; 
h. Medical Request Form; 
i. Disciplinary Segregation Medical Documentation; 
J. Health Services Request Co-Pay Form; 
k. Medical Request Disposition/Response; 
I. Transfer/Receiving Medical Screening Forms; 
m. Ophthalmic Record; 
n. Radiology Group; 
o. St. AI's Outpatient Physician Order-Diagnostic Testing; 
p. Lab Reports; 
q. Medication Administration Records; 
r. Medication Consent Form; 
s. Release of Responsibility; 
t. Receipt for Medical Product; 
u. Information Report re Back Injury; 
v. NICI Medical Lay-In; 
NOTICE OF EXCHANGE OF EXHIBITS AND DISCLOSURES PURSUANT TO RULE 10 - 3 
W. Intake Mental Health Screening; 
x. Referral to Mental Health; 
y. Psychiatric Evaluation; 
z. Psychotropic Medication Report; 
aa. Immunizations; 
bb. Problem List; 
cc. Medical Diet Authorization; 
dd. Inmate Information Sheet; 
ee. Inmate Concern; 
ff. Account History Report; 
gg. Acute Self-Limiting Problems; 
hh. Offender Track; 
II. Intrasystem Transfer Form; 
jj. Referral Tracking Record; 
kk. Inmate food Service Worker Clearance; 
II. Social Security Disability Request for Information; 
mm. Population Information Sheet; 
nn. Jan O. Dahlin, M.D. Records; 
00. Valley Family Health Care; 
17. Holy Rosary Medical Center; 
18. SAIF Worker's Compensation Claim Records (Reserved) 
NOTICE OF EXCHANGE OF EXHIBITS AND DISCLOSURES PURSUANT TO RULE 10 - 4 
71 
Defendants reserve the right to use as exhibits at the hearing of this 
matter any document or thing produced or identified as an exhibit by 
Claimant. Defendants reserve the right to the supplement this Notice upon 
further investigation and review. 
DATED this c2 ;/"day of February, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: ~*,[)~r;;; 
Alan K. Hull, the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 0l71-day of February, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF EXCHANGE OF EXHIBITS AND 
DISCLOSURES PURSUANT TO RULE 10 by delivering the same to each of the 
following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
[X] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
~~04~ Alan K. Hull 
NOTICE OF EXCHANGE OF EXHIBITS AND DISCLOSURES PURSUANT TO RULE 10 - 5 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.:1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
MOTION TO ALLOW HEARING 
TESTIMONY VIA TELEPHONE and 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
Due to the contentious history of this claim to date, and personal security 
concerns, Defendants hereby move this Commission for an Order allowing hearing 
testimony by telephone of Surety witness Jewel Owen. In addition, due to the 
limited time before the hearing scheduled on March 13, 2009, Defendants further 
MOTION TO ALLOW HEARING TESTIMONY VIA TELEPHONE and MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME- 1 
move the Commission to shorten time for Claimant's response to Defendants' 
Motion to Allow Hearing Testimony via Telephone. 
These Motions are based upon the documents, affidavits, pleadings, and 
records on file, and brought pursuant to Rules 1, 7 and 10 of the Industrial 
Commission Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure. 
DATED this 021 A-day of February, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: ~~d2.1A @ 
Alan K. Hull, Ofhe Firm II 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
1 iA-HEREBY CERTIFY that on this c:2 day of February, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO ALLOW HEARING TESTIMONY VIA 
TELEPHONE and MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME by delivering the same to each of the 
following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
[)(;] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
~iDQj~@ 
Alan K. Hu u 
MOTION TO ALLOW HEARING TESTIMONY VIA TELEPHONE and MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME- 2 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise,ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH 
THE COMMISSION'S FEBRUARY 
6, 2009 ORDER ON MOTION TO 
COMPEL 
COME NOW Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and give notice that on this date Defendants herewith provided Claimant 
with Defendant's proposed Rule 10 hearing exhibits, which contain every medical 
record in their possession or control in connection with this claim. 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE COMMISSION'S FEBRUARY 6, 2009 ORDER ON 
MOTION TO COMPEL - 1 
37S-
Regarding the SAIF Corporation records requested by Claimant (See Letter 
dated January 17 f 2009, page 3 of 3, and Letter dated January 12, 2009), 
Defendants understand that Claimant has extensive pre-accident medical records, 
including records in connection with a work-related arm injury for which Claimant 
settled a worker's compensation claim with Oregon surety SAIF just prior to the 
accident that is the subject of this claim. Defendants also understand that the 
Oregon industrial injury involved the same right forearm or elbow that is the subject 
of this claim. Although these records are clearly relevant to Claimant's current 
claim, and may in fact aid his current medical providers in his current treatment 
regimen, Defendants no longer have copies of the SAIF Corporation records. 
Claimant apparently contacted SAIF Corporation, and thereafter SAIF Corporation 
contacted State Insurance Fund and requested the return of all copies of the 
records in connection with Claimant's Oregon worker's compensation claim. 
Pursuant to SAIF Corporation's request, State Insurance Fund returned all copies of 
records, and all SIAF records scanned or otherwise stored in any capacity by or on 
behalf of State Insurance Fund have been destroyed. A copy of State Insurance 
Fund's letter to SAIF Corporation dated January 30, 2009, is attached hereto as 
Exhibit A. Defendants assert that the Commission's Order on Motion to Compel 
clearly applies to the SAIF Corporation records, as well as any other medical and 
psychological treatment records, and thus any objection to Defendants' use of 
these records is now moot. Claimant represented on numerous occasions to 
Defendants that he has copies of the SAIF Corporation records, and therefore he 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE COMMISSION'S FEBRUARY 6, 2009 ORDER ON 
MOTION TO COMPEL - 2 
371 
will be required to provide copies of the same to Defendants as requested In 
Defendants' discovery requests. 
DATED this d-11- day of February, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ol7~ay of February, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE 
COMMISSION'S FEBRUARY 6, 2009 ORDER ON MOTION TO COMPEL by delivering the 
same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
[ A1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ J Overnight Mail 
[ 1 Facsimile 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE COMMISSION'S FEBRUARY 6, 2009 ORDER ON 
MOTION TO COMPEL - 3 
:J77 
02/03/200 8 08:08 FTP AND ERSO N, JULI AN & HULL 
STATE INSURANCE FUND 
January 30, 2009 
BRAD KILTP CLAIMS ADJUSTER 
SAIF CORP 
400 HIGH ST SE 
SALEM OR 97312 
RE: CLAIM#: 
CLAIMANT: 
.... - ... ~-. -
EMPLOYER: 
DOl: 
Dear Mr. Kilip: 
200806268 
James W. Clark 
Cry baby Foods 
4-17-08 
.. Al an Hu ll ~ 001/001 
This letter is in response to your correspondence dated January 23,2009 regarding the above-
captioned claimant. Enclosed please find the records that were mailed to the State Insurance 
Fund on Or about Augnst 14, 2008. Please be advised the State Insurance Fund has deleted these 
records from our computer system; therefore, no records from SAIF regarding Mr. Clark are on 
our system. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any questions, please call our office at 
(208) 332-2422. 
~/ 
JEWEL OWEN 
Senior Claims Examiner 
JO:D8-4254 
Enclosure 
cc: Alan Hull, Esq. / 
1215 W. STATE STR.EET • P.O. Box 83720 • BOISE, lDABO 83720-0044 
PHONE (208) 332-2100 • (800) 334-2370 • www.lDAHOSIF.ORG 
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ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attornevs and Counselors at Law 
RObert A, Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chris H. Hansen 
t>,", "~;;' J. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
AmyG. White 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
8ret A. Walther 
Via facsimile (208) 549-2161. 
James Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
January 27,2009 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208)344-5800 
Facsimile: (208)344-5510 
e-mail: alhrti1ajhlaw.<:i"n 
Web Site: www.ajhlaw.com 
Wilh Atl"rn~ys Licon,.cl to Pl'lIw!ce in 
Idah(), CO. MD, OR, PA. UT ~~d W A 
Pursuant to our telephone conversation this morning, please be advised that 
State Insurance will provide reimbursement for the expense of necessary travel 
from your home to Caldwell for your outpatient surgical procedure on January 29,2009. 
Such reimbursement will be made pursuant to Idaho Code at the mileage rate allowed 
by the State Board of Examiners for state employees, 45.5 cents per mile calculated by 
the shortest practical route of travel. In addition, State Insurance Fund will issue a 
check On Monday, February 2, 2009, in the amount of $150.00 for attendant costs for 
your mother and significant other to provide attendant care for you following your 
surgical procedure by Dr. Hansen. 
I wish you well during your surgical procedure and recovery, Mr. Clark. Please 
feel free to contact me if you have any additional questions. Thank you. 
S~~(oQ 
Rachael M. O'8ar 
co: Industrial Cornmlssion 
Jewel Owen, State Insurance Fund 
3qd--
« ~9~2 6;S a02 0£=60 20-£0-6002 L~/; d 
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ANDERSON, JlJLIAN & HULL LLP 
Attornevs and CouNelors at Law 
Robert A. An.~erson 
Srim K. Julian 
AianK.HuU 
Chris H. Han.sen 
Phillil' 1. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
AmyG. WhIte 
Justin P. Ayliwo:rth 
MarkD. Sebastian 
Ma.tthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. O'B", 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
:aret A. Walther 
Via facsimile (208) 54S~2161 
James Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
January 27, 2009 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638 .. 271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
141 0021002 
C. W. Moore .Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post qffice Box 7426 
Boise, ldaiW 83707·7426 
Telephone: K20g~44-S800 
Facsimile: {ZOS)344-5 510 
" 
I 
e-mail; %ih@aihlaw.e<Hn 
Web Site: y.'WWJ'tihlaw.oom 
WfU. ~s l'..;"'MtliIO Pm.n"" i~ 
rd~~., co, MD.!OR, I' A, 1.'T and WA 
. . 
Pursuant to our telephone conversation this morning, please be advisedl that 
State Insurance Fund will provide reimbursement for the expense of necessary fravel 
from your home to Caldwell for your outpatient surgical procedure on January 29, ~009. 
Suoh reimbursement will be made pursuant to Idaho Code at the mileage rate allowed 
by the state Board of Examiners for state employees, 45.5 cents per mile calculated by 
the shortest practical route of traveL In addition I State Insurance Fund will issiue a 
check on Monday, February 2, 2009, in the amount of $150.00 for attendant costs for 
your mother and significant other to provide attendant care for you following; your 
surgical procedure by Dr. Hansen. ! 
I wish you well during your surgical procedure and recovery, Mr. Clark. Please 
feel free to contact me if you have any additional questions. Thank you. : 
, 
3S3 
O£=OO 20-£0-0002 
1{" ms: 0 (&:r/·-a~Scl 
()CJ2'""- 3'1'/./ oS-/ () \' 7's-~s-~O~ 
PRE-OPERATIVE INSTRUCTIONS 
Patient Name: 
Surgery Date: 
Please arrive at West Valley Medical Center rn: ~on / Tues / Wed ~I Fri, . . 
~b[\! h~ #-~ .20.D!i-, at. Ii . if s a.m.E) 
Your surgery is sc~eduled for a-. l5 a.mQhowever, we need time to prepare you for 
surgery. Do not bring children to the hospital with yP (jr J1' (~' 
" Infonn your doctor if you have a cold, infection, fever or illness. If a e lati' IS ssazy for any 
reason, please call Y0ut' doctor ~ (208) 459-4Q:U and ask for th ursing Supervisor. 
~ Do Not eat or drink anything after midnight the night before surgery. You cannot have surgery if you 
,~ have eate~ or ha~ an~hing to drink. No gum, mints, or chewing tobacco either. Ask your doctor abou~ ..J. 
~y~~l~ W\~ ~~~h~f<tW~-ft~~' 
c=?:) Please take your usual shower or bath prior to coming to the hospital. When your brush your teeth, (jJ.:~ •.. 
.' please be careful not to.:;waHow any water. "" h . t:J ,f. l A..:\Il, v~ ~\l~ ~ IO.OO't\,Ifl,-' ~pt->J'" IVVV~I  PI~ bring any valuables (money, jewelry, e~to the hO~Pleas do not wear 
.~ contacts to the hospital; glasses are preferred. If you must wear contacts, bring your case to store them. 
Please do Dot wearany 'lail~~ ok-.... {\ - - ""'- . .I (l i"-. fit-~.~ RJ~!.r.~4- v\JJ~l7t-0J·~-9~~ ~.-? ~~~~0~~sthatYOuarecurrentlytakin, .~SJ... oJ i 
~ Please make arrangements for someone to be with you prior to surgery and to wait and drive you home 
\.(\(') '1 I a~~r ~gery. You will!£O be allowed to drive\vourselfhome. . ~ \ ,,(1. r~'-"1 ~U.- tjc}\C6" w'v\... ~ ) ~\...[~ ~ , :-.1-
- You will need to have some ne stay with you on the day you return home. . ~ ~ 
·;W A par or leg· guard' n must accompany a minor to the hospital, both to pre-register and the day of 
1\.. to si cons t forms. 
jf!, 
(i2) 
® 
lild i aving surgery, you must remain with your child after they return from recovery. 
Only if/;e family member or visitor \Vill be allowed to wait with you in the Day Surgery Unit. 
Activities the day of surgery: (a) pre-op medications; (b) to OR on stretcher; (c) to OR suite (BP cuff, 
electrodes, sedation (sleep medication); (d) to Recovery Room (BP cuff, pulse oximeter, oxygen mask); 
(e) to room (frequent vital signs, IV's, voiding1 specific to diagnosis); (f) pain medications; (g) special 
equipment; and (h) post-op teaching. 
Wear comfortable 
CLARK, JAMES W 
M004001.497$0 PRE soc ~ 
01/29/09 Kansen,f\obert MG MRII 11000148690 
WVMC3300 
DOS: n/lO/~~DI5CA\ CENiER CAL~ll. 10 3 U II W...5T VALLEY n~ () I 
.H/9 d « ~9L2 6;S S02 0£=60 20-£0-6002 
ORTHOPEDICS & 
SPORTS MEDICINE 
Charles P. Schneider. M.D. 
George A. Nicol%, M.D. 
John Q. Smith, M.D. 
Robert G. Hansen, M.D. 
Jdfery D. Smith, PA-C 
Thomas W. tryon, PA-C 
Anhroscopy 
Fracture Care 
Hand Surgery 
Knee Ligamenr 
Reconstruction 
J oint Replacement 
Sports Injuries 
Arthri tis Surgery 
Microsurgery 
Adult & Children's 
Orthopedics 
L~ /i.. d 
December 8, 2008 
RE; JAMES CLARK 
Dear Sir: 
Mr. Clark was involved in a situation where he had a reaction 
to medication, at which time he was reportedly driving 
following a reaction to medication and wa.s arrested for a Class 
C felony, fleeing or attempting to evade a police officer. 
Mr. Clark was found not guilty at a jury trial, he indicates, 
because he was on medication on the day that this had 
happened. 
The medication being taken was being taken in accordance 
with the directions that he was given for treatment of problems 
related to his work-related injury. 
Yours truly, 
Robert 
RGH/dvd 
Caldwell Office 
206 E2st Elm 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone 208.459.4511 
Fax 208.459.6602 
Meridian Office 
3875 E. overland Road 
Mcridi2..tl,!daho 83642 
Tde?honc 208,895.0888 
Fax 208.888.3911 38C;-
Advanced Orthopedic Care Close 112 ~q,'g~;4:+ I 0~UB8 
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ORTIiOPEDlCS & 
SPORTS MEDICINE 
Charks P. Schneider, M.D. 
George A. Nicola, M.D. 
John Q. Smith, M.D. 
Robert G. Hansen, M.D. 
craig It. Jamison, PA·C 
Jeffery n. Smith, PA·C 
Thomas w. T/:}'on, PA·C 
Arthroscopy 
Fracture Care 
Hand Surgery 
K.'"l :' ~ Ligament 
Recon:;truction 
Foot & Ankle Surgery 
Join( Replacement 
Sport, Injuries 
Arthri tis Surgery 
Microsurgery 
Adult & Children's 
Orthopedics 
December 8, 2008 
RE: JAMES CLARK 
Dear Sir: 
Mr. Clark had had a reaction to medication and was 
transported to Memorial Hospital Emergency Room by 
ambulance on 08- 15-08. He was seen by the emergency room 
docto. there with findings, reading through the chart, that 
involved diaphoresis , nausea, vomiting, anxiety, headaches, 
and apparently some cognitive changes . 
The emergency room doctor's evaluation was that this 
gentleman had gastritis with a reaction to Neurontin. 
On my evaluating the em'ergency room records, it would seem 
that a c01l1bination of the medications which he was taking, 
including Neurontin were involved in this medication action 
. and the fact that it may not have been appropriate for him to 
drive himself to the hospital. 
Yours truly, 
Robert G. Hansen, M.D. 
RGH/dvd 
Caldwell OffICe 
206 East Elm 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: 208.459.4511 
Fax 208.459.6602 
Meridian Office 
3875 E. Overland Road 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Telephone 208.895.0888 
Fax 208.888.3911 3 CJh 
Advanced Orthopedic Care Close 1J:i .Hon:J,ti;4~ IO"U8a 
« ~9~2 675 g02 ,~,+~o:1n or'l 0£:60 20 -£0-6002 
STATE INSURANCE FUND 
August 7.2008 
SAIF CORPORA nON 
400 HIGH ST SE 
SALEM OR 973 \ 2 
RE: CLAIM#: 
CLAIMANT: 
SSN: 
EMPLOYER: 
DOl: 
200806268 
James Walter Clark 
 
Cry Baby Foods 
4/17/08 
To Whom It May Concern: 
J U;;S l'ax tierV'er 
The State Insurance 'Fund is the workers compensation carrier for Cry Baby Foods al which 
James Walter CI:uk has filed an industrial claim. 
The State Insurance Fund is a member ofthc ISO Claim Searc.h (ISO) system. We have received 
information from ISO that you have also reported workers compensation claims for James 
Waller Clark on May 9, 2005, February 13,2006. and August 16.2005. 
Enclosed is a signed and dated medical release authorization. Please forward copies of all past 
medical records in refere!')Ce t.o the claim repone,l, to ISO. Submit this information to the STATE 
INSURANCE FUND, 1215 WEST STATE STREET, BOX 83720. BOISE. IDAHO 83720- . 
0044. 
Thank you for your assistance in this malter. If you have any queslions. please contact me 
directly at (208) 332-2422. 
Sir.cerely> 
JEWEL OWEN 
Senior Claims Examiner 
JO:lb-()7230.doc; 
Enclosure 
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MIY2.~2008 
DoI'l1il1G Gr015. MO 
311 W.ldahO 
BoiH, to 83702 
Dear Dr. Gross: 
.~ ... ..... 
,ri, 
:j ,', J ( . 
MAY 29 2D03 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~AY!rrrE, IDAHO 
, I , - t.~1"" . 
James Claft('g employer h.;~iMdII1gh~ duty ~witable to accommodate hia retum-ro. 
~ if'! ~arct to the indUI~t InJury of 04/1712008. 
i 
. . 
The ~ed Jet,) aM GVlluailon of th-t position Is BUached. Does your Mjectiv& med~ 
dCI indicate J&~ ~n ~retum to thi$ po6itlon? 
~Yes ONo ., 
',J 
Date 
Ple~ sign and retum this form to me. If you have at"f quesoons, pleuse call. Thank you/ $&' " ';Sl~ ' P1!t-I/.~ 
" V t~
~d)' Sa . onsustant 
Reh8b!1 tiorI D IOn . 
Jgj 
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.... ill 
All Oth ... lftlutt-. Noc 
_l.~~COIIE ~U!~I1O"E liUNaalt 
Cry 81lbV f'Ocd$ tle ( ) . 
AllIlAU. *DI.ISmY 
482lRdUltdat Ft~1 W.'U" 10 13872 
./O&m\l bOTeOtl£ I~~ J AAlIOl"lY.Y 
Ul'l'tWorbr U •. ooM 
ec~~Olt'TitU: I :IILf)C~L~ 
I(&nAdI,. Sendy e .. kalt 
Q~' ot;stIIFl'lON :!nand Of' .. It a. cOI1\1'eyor. Ont hcndecl - ptok up trhh Of produ~t from moVing I'nt tnd pI.ICe "" 
""'0 or tKfmItt convoy." II".. , 
~.~~~IM.e~lQU~&n 1'111'11: wmt ell'\.DTIA 
, ' ",w •• k 
PHYSICAl. ACTMTIES 
1. 'A~1IOf' houra '* 'lM)1k !fiji: 1. ShltI: 4 - 5 day.. Modlnact W()11C hour. IlvallalJ'. 
2, III all Mr •• 'day, Iolar eUI"CII*.e (\!ll8 "''iulred 'Of Me~ aQ~: 
A. _III 10 (Hrs) 
e.~ {Mrs) 
C. Wail", (Hrl) 
0, C:.oq\bjf\id ~raoW"kjng 10 (Hr~) 
~: 
3. U,tdn\W1C.....c1l'ltm irr.e fq;;utrad I{)oi' NIdI ~ (_btln): 
A.~ ~hOLl" 
S. SIIndlllg: 
C. W!IIltI!It: 
O. 00mb1riOd .l\dIn;IW"I<l~: : houre 
... 11\ 1M! MI1IQIt 11\0", d#!I. file walQh! lifting mqUll8rnan\t .It: 
NGI Ft~\lII1id ~~) m'~ (W:~) ~~~) 
A.. Ot~ 10 Ibl t " •• t ...... ~ 1 • D· .. · .. ~ .. "·~ .. ···,,··u· .. ·O··.·.·I.~., .... ,, .• ,.a. .. t""~Ortio., ....... h"' .. ' .....• ~t:83'.1 ..• ~ ...... , ....... " ... ~'f ••• O 
8. n to ~O Ib$ .- .. " ... _, ~1' •• ,.+;h .. • .. ·.".······Oi. ... H .... ····~· .. ,· .. -·O .. ·' ..... flh,.U.H ......... O ...... ~ ......... "' .... r ••••• Hh •• O 
C. 2' to3$lbs . " .... ~ ....... t8J·~······ .. ( ... ····'''·,.·O·····l'ftlo' .... H ... -·· .. \O ..... , .... , ... ~ .. .,.h.'~l..~~O-.......... -..... """ ... - .. hj.HO 
O. 36 to SO Ib1i t ....... , ~ •• , ~~t··- .. ··~··~·,-,~~ .. D .... ·, ....... -.. ·~·~.~ .. ,Q ......... ,.H ..... ".1, .. 1,"" ••• 0 ... \ ........... _ .. 1 ................. 0 
E. 51 to 7$ 1l.7$ • • • • < " • .. ~ • • ~ ~.>1 •• t.\''''l·, .. ···+· .. ,OU' ..... H~.~ ... nhuu·· ... O''"f/ .. , ..~ .... ~ ..... , ..... ~·,.,.~.O .... ~,. .............. Ut.ri ... O 
F. 7& to lO6lb& " ........ " ~ \ , [8j ....... ~u* .. + .. ~ ... "H.·O·~,·· .. ·~·-,· .. ·,.'""···· .. ··O# .... -·· .. ~~.· ....... n,.t\, •••• O .... h'I+." .. ~ ...... Ho ••• "'I .... O 
Q. OYer tOO,lb, ( ... ~ .. , , .. ~ ~ ~ . ~t ...... ~ ............ ,.t ... D ... ·-,.u,_5 ..... ··· .. •• .. 0t" ... ,.~ .... , .... thl .... H,.O ...... t_#t.\ ....... U~"',#' •••• O 
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S. In In .... iap ~'day, "' Itmll\Qyle. ~ 'U • .,qu!red.1O ~~: 
RR';lr.cs ~) ~~:I~~ (~~) (l1~~.) 
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.... "~ ... HIi •••••• , ••• --~ ® . .." .. ,."H., ..... H •• D ..... " ..· .... ,···· .... · ..· ..... Ou.~ ......... ~, ......... H .... 'O ....... ,.".-~ ............ HD 
.<1 ....... ' .... 4 ..... ' .... , ... ~ •••• ht ........ ~ ... U10 ....... "f ...... _H ........ O'6.',..n+;\ .. I."hl ••• , .... .Qi ............. __ .............. 'ff···O 
F. ¢till!!' ............ t._ ..... ~.I.U .... CSl.H ............ ~ ..... O·· ... 'w.~.;, ••• ••• ...... ·.OU~., .. U ••• ~ •• ,_ ... ~+h .. O·· .. ······· .. ·tl ..... "H··· .. ·O 
~111n: fJ. SlIgbt bend ilt wlIl.t to re.ch mlddS. Qf l:onveyOt belt. 
e, u.. (,If IIppef 1,,1f I/IIfttr .-rnilll* R~~"CI (E~=) 
O ... U\jf'\I .. i.'IH.4.D-' .... - •••• + .......... ".·O,~U .......... , .......... \.'.4~ .... ~ ........... f_~ .... f" ... O 
6, AMttll1'lG (*I)OW;lIIOIJidar). 
e. GtHplrOlHana_II" 
~ ....... ~.hh ..... ~ ... DHh .. Hh'.u ... H,j ...... D .... ,,· ......... ,,··· ...... · .. ·;.+·D.H ......... t ........... \.~.n··'O 
O ... 4~ ....... H .. ~ ...... D ..... tH.h.""." ....... I.D ...... · .. "' .... ~ ...... _#, ....... ·~···-.... • .. ·.f>·Jo······· ... · .. O 
C83 ................... [J ..... · ..... , ............ D .. u ...................... ·O ... · .. · ..... ··" ........ ·..,.tI 
~ •••• j .. _.~f'I ........ O .. ·· .. ·h··· .. I.·,····· .•• ~O»44* ... ri' ........ ,...,.,.4 .. ·0.'-4 ............ ., ...... · ............ 0 
18l:·· ....... · ...... · .. 0 .. · .... · ...... · .. ·,··,··O·· ..... · .. , .. ···,······ .. ·O·~,·· .... -... ~" .... ····O 
D. f'lllt M!l1I!DU1I116nn:lllIIcrtll! .............. ~ .. 
S. PllIiIllIOiJlulllllll ( lbfl eIfMt) ................. . 
F. Op6twt."O ~ Control. { lb. ~I ...... " •. 
7. SenW\'./t1qlf1!Mfl/ltl ('p~tt., WIl)n. .mell, t:IlIell, Mlltt,.): NOI'ftUI'Rang. 
fl, II empklpoJ 11M 10 ... ')' ))~f.lon or IilCUvIly 10 radOm! tilt! ~7 181 ~ 0 /110 El(I)\4ln: 
ENVlftONMENTAL F~OTOR8 
.. , 
9. 'T'Imt .l*'Ilr.~«; 100% 'Om. ~ OIll!J~~: 
" 
ElI)lIaln: 
10. 'nImpwrmulI: 181 Nor",oll~o RII~II& q NOI11'eI OUWG~~1JlI8 
'l'/)Il$UfVIO- " 
OElihmeHeOt o ElCiJ8I'11& Cold D ~ 'T6/'11p. Chtfill. 
e.l&1f\: 
, 1. Humidity. t8J Norm" Rbll!l8 o Wet/Hltmld CJOry ppllln: 
12- J\lI'IIoapnllllc OoMl!i~ .nd No.: 
o Fum". .' ~0<!1in DCItJ,* OMIIIII OG.,. o Poor "-milliVOlt CJ No"'" (1IrOItin:) 
f!)IpI.'tl: onton 
t3,Po(~tI"HISaI\1a: CI M.ct>"nlllAl Oe.drte.· Obllf"e o ~tlJtIc Cl'Icmlt::lll OOIlMtr 
" . 
5:q>laIfI (ullltbbr. fooI.!n9. I$Igh~, d~): 
''', ~raIIo::Itv. ~inG OJ Jl"!'IOIIII CIeIIIilM ~u!11Kt. 
C~: Employer offer'ng one hand" wortr. modltttd hOurs Iv,nable. 
'/ fOR flHY:;K;PIoN"ONLY OFUOaPtAL URt;& ~ f'ILI: 
a~1O'M 0 ~ltA4d will'! NotIc:t UodlI'ledon 0 Mot Appro~ I have reviewed the above Job Site EwllJ8l1on 
C«Itm" em~r 0 •• 
KenAUml 0&-21-08 
1;0"'111111'11 Date 
'. 
a.ltd» a_kelt 0$-21,," 
WOtbr DR 
k.AXJJ;1AI1~~ ~1dA1\ &lgnlllIf!J ~ I O~!1/t/o1 Otllor ~ 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COl\1MISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) 
) FILED 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
MAR'" 2 2009 ) 
Surety, ) 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
t~ 
I hereby certify that on the J --- day of March, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED MARCH 2, 2009, (total 17 pages) in the above 
matter, were Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
~'DUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
IC 2008-013505 
) NOTICE OF PRE-HEARING 
) TELEPHONE CONFERENCE 
) 
) 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
FILED 
MAR - 2 2009 Surety, 
Defendants. INBUST'AIAL COMMISSION 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a telephone conference will be held III the 
above-entitled matter on MARCH 4, 2009, AT 10:00 A.M. MOUNTAIN TIME. The Referee 
will initiate the calls. All parties shall be prepared to discuss the status of Claimant's case before 
the Commission. 
Claimant will be called at the following number: 405-9538. 
DATED this (ll<-!J- day of March, 2001. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Douglas A~ Donohue, Referee-------. 
) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
. '\bl-0. ~ q 
I hereby certIfy that on the oL day of NovemBer, 200~, a true and correct copy of 
NOTICE OF PRE-HEARING TELEPHONE CONFERENCE was served by regular United 
States Mail upon each of the following: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette,ID 83661 
db 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
NOTICE OF PRE-HEARING TELEPHONE CONFERENCE - 1 
/ 
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